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1. INTRODUCTION 

The term vibrothermography is used to describe a nondestructive 

testing technique where a portion of a structure's surface is mapped 

to indicate the temperatures on the surface while the structure is 

subjected to forced mechanical oscillations. Regions of imperfection 

may convert mechanical energy to heat through viscoelastic dissi-

pation, collisions of internal free surfaces of a crack, or other 

mechanisms. Hence imperfections and defects may appear as hot regions 

when the surface is mapped to indicate the temperature. 

Thermography is a more general term used to describe the mapping 

of the temperature of a surface of a structure to determine the 

internal quality of the material. The thermal map generally is 

presented as isothermal lines on the surface and usually is obtained 

either by a scanning infrared camera or by coating the surface with 

temperature sensitive liquid crystals. Wilson and Charles (Ref. 1) as 

well as Broutman, Kobayashi, and Carillo (Ref. 2) have used liquid 

crystals as temperature sensors for nondestructive evaluation of 

adhesive bonds and interlaminar f1aws and for locating fracture sites, 

respectively, in composite materials. This technique requires some 

preparation of the specimen to be examined before the temperature sen-

sitive coating is applied. Q1ly five isotherms can be identified, and 

the temperature difference between isotherms varies and must be cali-

brated with each application of coating. Real time scanning infrared 

cameras, while more costly, are much more flexible, requiring little 

1 
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surface preparation, and allowing the range of isotherms to be changed 

while a test is being performed. The AGA Thermovision camera which 

was used during this study has been used reliably by many other 

researchers performing other investigations (Ref. 3-10). 

Thermographic evaluation can be classified as either an active 

technique, where the heat is produced within the material by 

converting either mechanical, electrical, or chemical energy to heat, 

or a passive technique, where a portion of the surface is heated 

either by conduction, radiation or by a combination of both. A defect 

may change the conductivity in the region around the flaw, causing 

nonuniform heat conduction. Active thermographic evaluation by 

exciting the specimen or structure with mechanical energy (vibrother-

mography) can be divided into at least two classes: large displace-

ment-low frequency (fatigue loading) and small displacement-high 

frequency (excitation with an ultrasonic shaker). 

Wilson and Charles (Ref. 1) identified regions of disband in 

graphite/epoxy and E-glass/epoxy panels by heating one side of the 

panel and applying a liquid-crystal thermal detection layer to the 

opposite side of the panel. Regions of disband were indicated as cool 

regions. McLaughlin, McAssey, and Deitrich (Ref. 3) were able to 

identify various geometr·ies of delamination in (0°) graphite/epoxy and 

(0/90) glass/epoxy panels by heating one edge of the panels. Iso-

therms bent around the boundaries of the delaminated areas and clearly 

revealed the location of the delamination. Mclaughlin, et al. 

(Ref. 3) also noted a correspondence between a high intensity acoustic 
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emission and the onset of detectable heating in a region of damage 

with an AGA Thermovision camera during the fatigue of graphite/epoxy 

coupons. Shuford, Houghton, Mitchell, and Sobczak used acoustic 

emission and thermography to monitor the integrity of a composite 

helicopter blade during simulated in-service fatigue loading (Ref. 

4). Thermography indicated an area of damage early in the test that 

developed into the final failure. 

Pye and Adams (Ref. 5) used an AGA Thermovision camera to locate 

shear cracks in unidirectional carbon and glass reinforced cylindrical 

epoxy coupons. The coupons were subjected to a resonant torsional 

vibration. In Ref. 6, Pye and Adams used resonant excitation of more 

complex geometric structures, a tube and plate in axial and bending 

mode, respectively, to locate simulated damage in glass fiber rein-

forced composites. Efforts to detect damage in carbon fiber compo-

sites by similar methods failed. The highest frequency used in these 

studies was under 1 kHz. 

Henneke, Reifsnider, and Stinchcomb (Ref. 7) used an AGA thermo-

graphic camera to monitor fatigue damage and to locate delamir.ations 

by vibrothermography. The stress distributions and heat patterns in a 

finite plate of methylrnethacrylate during cyclic fatigue loading were 

compared. The temperature pattern around the hole more closely 

resembles the shear stresses than the hydrostatic stresses. The pro-

gression of damage during fatigue was monitored fQr [0,±45,0]s lami-

nates of boron/epoxy and boron/aluminum with a center hole~ The 

heating indicated a developing region of damage around the hole early 
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in the test, This grew into a significant level of damage before 

failure. A comparison of the stress field with the temperature pat-

tern revealed a strong similarity to the interlaminar shear stress in 

the 45° ply. Vibrothermography with high frequency-small displace-

ment, steady-state mechanical vibrations was used to locate damaged 

regions in boron epoxy and graphite epoxy laminates. Intentional 

interior flaws were fabricated into a graphite epoxy laminate. When 

subjected to high frequency-small displacement excitation, the thermal 

pattern that developed correlated well with the prediction of a finite 

difference model. In this experiment the pattern indicated the shape 

of the internal flaws. In Ref. 8, Reifsnider and Henneke discussed 

physical models which could be responsible for stress induced thermal 

activity. Also, the. 1imitations of using a scanning infrared detector 

were developed. However, structural dissipation or the interactions 

of surfaces and the mechanical vibrations of the structure were only 

briefly mentioned. 

Mountain and Webber (Ref. 9) used an ultra-sensitive infrared 

detecting camera to perform stress analysis on an aluminum struc-

ture. By assuming adiabatic conditions the temperature increase can 

be related to stress for a homogeneous isotropic material. However, 

the temperature increase at stress values near the ultimate strength 

is only on the order of tenths of a degree centigrade. By using 

signal processing techniques, their camera is able to overcome this 

limitation. This camera is able to detect a temperature change of 
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two-thousandths of a degree centigrade, but has the disadvantage of 

not being a real-time device. 

As a nondestructive testing (NOT) technique, vibrothermography 

has many advantages. The thermographic methods are field techniques 

which can interrogate areas of a structural component or even large 

structures. Many of the more widely used NOT techniques, such as 

pulse-echo ultrasonics, eddy current, and stress wave factor tests, 

interrogate such small regions of material as to be practically point 

techniques on a relative scale. The investigator is then forced to 

perform many tests to evaluate an area of material, whereas vibrother-

mography can evaluate several square feet of some thin panels at 

once. Relatively little preparation is needed for a vibrothermography 

test. A mechanical shaker, electrical driving equipment for the 

shaker, a device for attaching the shaker to the structure, and a tem-

perature mapping sensor, such as liquid crystals or a scanning infra-

red camera, are needed to perform an inspection of a structure. All 

of this equipment is quite portable and easily operated. The attach-

ment of the shaker to a structure is usually simple. It is even pos-

sible to attach the structure to the shaker with a vacuum attachment 

head, such as used by Pye and Adams in attaching an electromagnetic 

shaker to a plate {Ref. 6). Finally, the technique can be shown to be 

reproducible. Because the displacements needed for excitation are 

small, the material composing the structure is not damaged and 

existing flaws do not grow because of the interrogation. 
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The next section examines a vibrothermographic test on a sheet 

molding compound tensile coupon. This test serves as an example of 

the use of vibrothermography as a nondestructive investigative tool. 

The temperature pattern for this coupon was dependent on the exci-

tation frequency. The investigation of this type of phenomenon com-

posed the basis for this study. 

1.1 Frequency-Related Behavior during Vibrothermographic Inspection 

Figure 1 is a schematic of the equipment used to perform a vibro-

thermographic inspection of a tensile test coupon. The AGA thermo-

vi si on 680 and 780 camera systems consist of three pieces of equip-

rnent, the camera unit, the control unit, and the color display CRT. 

This system is calibrated from 20-40°C to read temperatures linearly 

in degrees Celcius. However, outside of this band a calibration chart 

must be used to convert Thermovision degrees to Celcius degrees. The 

camera is capable only of differentiating the temperature difference 

between points within its field of view. In order to acquire the 

actual temperature of some point, a temperature reference must be 

viewed simultaneously with the point of interest. The temperature of 

interest is then the sum of the reference temperature and the tempera-

ture difference between the reference and the point of interest, which 

is obtained as data by the AGA system. For this reason, thermal maps 

of the surface of specimens or structures being interrogated will be 

presented as degrees above some reference temperature on the surface 

of the specimen. Knowledge of the absolute temperature of the 
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reference area is not a necessity since for nondestructive evaluation 

of specimens only a knowledge of the location and relative severity of 

defects is desired. The assumption here is that the defective 

material will more efficiently convert mechanical energy to heat than 

perfect material. This assumption will be discussed in detail later 

in this paper. 

The coupon specimen in Fig. l is clamped at one edge to a 

counter-weight specimen and excited normal to the plane of the plate 

by a piezoelectric shaker. The shaker-driving amplifier used here, 

Amplifier Research Model 700A, has a lower frequency limit of approxi-

mately 9 kHz. Figures 2, 3, and 4 are examples of vibrothermographs 

superimposed on an ultrasonic C-scan of an 8-inch long by 2.5-inch 

wide tensile coupon composed of E-g1ass, random fiber reinforced epoxy 

sheet molding compound excited at three different frequencies, 24, 11 

and 10 kHz, respectively. A panel of this material was fabricated by 

pressing two partially cured charges of material together under pres-

sure whi 1 e applying heat to cure the epoxy. This specimen was then 

cut from the resulting panel. A common defect in this material is a 

de1amination or void along the midplane of the plate, where the two 

charges are bonded together. Poor ultrasonic energy transmission 

through the plate is indicated in the C-scan as a white region. The 

two regions indicated as white blotches one-half and three-quarters of 

the way up from the bottom on the left were verified upon examination 

of the edge to be delaminations at the midplane. Notice that in all 

three thermographs the lower portion of the flaw in the middle left 
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4~ 

Figure 2. Ultrasonic C-scan with superimposed thermogram of a sheet 
molding compound specimen. (Numbers refer to 0 AGA above a 
reference, 24 kHz excitation frequency.) 
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2_ 

Figure 3. Ultrasonic C-scan with superimposed thermogram of a sheet 
molding compound specimen. (Numbers refer to 0 AGA above a 
reference, 10 kHz excitation frequency.) 
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Figure 4. Ultrasonic C-scan with superimposed thermogram of a sheet 
molding compound specimen. (Numbers refer to 0 AGA above a 
reference, 10 kHz excitation frequency.) 
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was the hottest region. However, the region above this flaw was also 

a hot zone in Figs. 3 and 4. It should be pointed out that the hot 

region at the bottom of each of Figs. 2 and 3 and the top of Fig. 4 is 

due to heat being conducted from the shaker via the clamp. The two 

regions on the right of Fig. 4 marked by arrows and 4's were sensitive 

to 10 kHz excitation only. When this specimen was energized with 11 

or 24 kHz ultrasound, these regions exhibited no heating as demon-

strated in Figs. 2 and 3. 

Certainly an understanding of this frequency-dependence must be 

established before the technique can be used reliably as an NOT 

method. Are the hot spots caused by a local effect such as poor mate-

rial integrity or a stress raiser due to a crack, or is the stress 

simply much higher at these regions due to specimen resonance which is 

due to a structural geometry interaction with the frequency? This is 

an important question, since if the dominant heating is due exclu-

sively to a structural resonance and not to some local interaction, 

the technique has poor ability to detect f1aws or to evaluate the 

material integrity of structures. However, if both structural reso-

nance and a local interaction are responsible for the generated heat, 

the technique might still be useful if the two can be distinguished. 

The following function is proposed to describe the dissipation of 

mechanical power as heat due to low stress cyclic loading: 

(x~, f) 
I 

( 1) 

where 'rt is arccos (-1), f is the frequency of excitation, x; are 
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spatial coordinates, o is the phase lag between stress and strain for 

the material, and oa and ea are the amplitudes of the stress and 

strain, respectively {Ref. 10). Through the use of a constitutive 

relation between stress and strain this relation can be made to fit 

the following form: 

q (x. , f) = f M (x. , f) S ( e (x., f)) 
, 1 a i (2} 

where M(x;,f) is the relative damping, i.e., the energy being dissi-

pated divided by the strain energy input into a microscopic volume. 

M(xi,f} is a microscopic property associated with the material at some 

point. S(e (x. ,f)) is the strain anergy amplitude chosen here to be a 1 

solely a function of the strain. However, the strain is allowed to be 

different from point to point and to be frequency dependent. Since 

the strain energy amplitude is associated with the solution of some 

boundary value problem, Eqn. 2 simply separates the heat generated 

into a function dependent on the material locally and a function rep-

resenting a solution to a mechanics problem, in this case a dynamics 

problem. 

In order to illustrate the dependence of the heat being generated 

at a point to the dynamics of the situation, several simple structures 

will be examined. This will point out also the lack of "rules of 

thumb" available for use in a nondestructive evaluation of a structure 

by vibrothermograhpic inspection. The vibration solution to many 

structures undergoing some motion due to either an initial displace-

ment, forced motion of a portion of the structure, or some other exci-

tation can be presented as an expansion of the natural modes: 

• 
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where U, xi,t are the displacements of the structure, the spatial 

coordinates, and time, respectively. n (t) are the time-dependent .r 

(3) 

generalized coordinates corresponding to the normal modes ur(xi) (Ref. 

11). If the structure is being cyclically loaded at some 

frequency w close to the natural frequency w , then the magnitude 
n 

of '1i (t) will be large in comparison to all other 11r(t) so that, 

The strains are spatial derivatives of the displacements, hence, 

strains are proportional to 

p 
e: a: o un (xi ) 
a ' 

ox~ 
J 

(4) 

where p is the power of the differentiation. As an example, consider 

a long circular rod of small diameter clamped at both ends and forced 

at one end parallel to the long dimension. Since this is a second 

order system, p=l, and the normal modes are sine and cosine func-

tions. Thus, with the boundary conditions considered, 

nro< u ( x , t) = 7n { t ) sin -L-. 

The axial strain is 

du (x) n ) n7t n7tx Exx = rr,(t) -a..,...x- = rin(t L cos -L- • 

(5) 

(6) 
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The hot spots would be expected to appear at the locations of maximum 

t . h t . f n1tX d . . f ( ) s ra1n, ence a maxima o cos --C- an m1n1ma o un xi • Thus for 

this forced structure the hot regions are in the neighborhood of the 

vibrational nodes, i.e., at displacement minima. This concept has 

been used by Mignogna, Green, Duke, Henneke, and Reifsnider (Ref. 12) 

in examining the effects of high-power ultrasound on materials. 

As a second example, consider a prismatic beam being driven in 

the center with a cyclic force or displacement and pinned at both 

ends. In this case, the normal modes are 

n 7tX = sin L 

Using the usual beam approximations, the strain is then 

2 o un (x) 
E)cx = rr,(t) Z ox2 

Substituting Eqn. (7) into (8) 

( ) .n 1t)2Z . n1tX Exx = -rr, t l:r sin -L- • 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Therefore, in this example we would expect the hot spots to be at the 

maxima in displacement or antinodes. However, if the same beam is 

clamped on one end and forced at the other end, the normal nodes are 

not harmonic but biharmonic: 

u (x) = (sinh p L-sin ~ L) (sin ~ x-sinh p x) n n n n n (10) 

+ (cos ~ L+cosh p L) (cos ~ x-cosh p x). n n n n 
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So the strain is 

(11) 

+ (cos ~nL+cosh ~nl) (cos ~nx+cosh ~nx) • 

Because the end conditions do not eliminate the hyperbolic term, and 

the sign between the trigonmetric and hyperbolic terms changes v1ith 

differentiation, knowledge of the location of the maxima of strain 

through the location of hot spots does not indicate the location of 

the displacement maxima or minima. Hence for a simple rectangular 

perfect coupon, the relation of the hot spots to the displacements, 

and hence the vibrational modes, is influenced not only by the means 

of applying the 1 oad to excite the specimen, but al so by the boundary 

conditions. 

A pinned-pinned prismatic beam of length L and thickness a has 

natural frequencies fn determined by 

(12) 

where E, p, and n are the Young's modulus, density, and the mode 

number (which is a positive integer,) respectively. For a given value 

of n there are n-1 nodes on the beam (Ref. 11). Hence the mode number 

is 

d8 '2 2 1/4 
n = -7 (fn }-) -f (13) 

TI 
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The specific modulus, E/p has been graphed for several families of 

materials in Figs. 1-15, Ref. 13. As an example, consider 

unidirectional S-glass epoxy, where the specific modulus is 

approximately l.2{109)in 2/sec2• If the frequencies considered are of 

the range used to excite specimens with the piezoelectric shaker for 

thermographic investigations, 1.0-3.0x104Hz, the thickness corresponds 

to a four ply laminate, approximately 0.04 in., and the length is 8 

in., then the mode number is 

n = 18-31. (14) 

These numbers would be different if, for instance, the beam had a 

clamped and a free end. However, the above result is a good estimate 

for this discussion. At the frequencies being considered in a four-

ply glass-epoxy coupon, the local maxima in strain would be approxi-

mately 0.44 in. apart. With the specimen length being 8 in., there 

should be more than 18 zones of heating if the specimen geometry were 

responsible for a resonance. This type of heating would appear to the 

thermographic camera either as many distinct regions of heating or as 

an increase in the temperature of the whole specimen due to the con-

duction of heat away from the zone of heating and the resolution limit 

of the thermographic camera. 

Recalling Eqn. 2, the thermal pattern observed during vibrother-

mographic interrogation of the specimen shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 

must be due either to a local increase in the relative damping, 

M(xi,f), or a local increase in the strain energy density, 

S(c:(xi,f)), in the neighborhood of a hot spot. It seems very doubtful 
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that the heating is due solely to a specimen resonance causing a local 

increase in the strain energy density since Figs. 2, 3, and 4 have 

only a few hot spots, not many. 

In order to explain the frequency dependence of these obser-

vations, two possibilities may be postulated. First, suppose the 

dependence of M on frequency is small within the range of frequencies 

used for ultrasonic vibrothermography but the local relative damping 

is large at the hot spots. These hot spots would then appear when the 

stress at that point in the structure becomes large due to a struc-

tural or global resonance. Other regions with a high stress during 

this resonance fail to heat to a detectable degree because the rela-

tive damping at those points is small. This model will be referred to 

as the structural resonance model. 

A relative damping increase might indicate a degradation of the 

material. A reducti_on in moduli has been observed and used as an 

indication of impending failure in fiber reinforced composites during 

fatigue loading (Ref. 14). As an example, consider a material which 

can be modeled as a three parameter viscoelastic solid, and postulate 

a slight decrease in the moduli of the material with wear or age. In 

the three parameter model, if either the spring in parallel with the 

dashpot or both the parallel and the series spring are reduced in 

stiffness, the phase lag, 6, in Eqn. 1 is increased. Hence for the 

same strain energy, the material would dissipate more energy as heat. 

For the second possibility, an in-plane flaw such as a delami-

nation in a fiber reinforced laminate might locally reduce the 
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constraints on a portion of the plate such that the local area 

resonates almost independently of the dynamics of the global 

structure. This local resonance could absorb dynamic energy from 

other portions of the structure and as a consequence the strain energy 

density would be greater, causing more energy dissipation as heat. If 

a small portion of the structure were resonating and heating, this hot 

zone would be very dependent upon the excitation frequency. This is 

exactly the type of behavior observed in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. 

In order to extend the above concept, let us consider that dela-

minations act as two plates free to resonate with their own 

dynamics. These plates are clamped together at the perimeter of the 

delamination in a laminated structure. The natural frequencies' and 

modes are determined by the geometry of the delamination, the stiff-

ness properties and density of the material, and the location in the 

depth of the delamination in the structure. Since the effective 

thickness of these plates is less than the total thickness of the 

panel, this area is much more flexible and can absorb more dynamic 

energy than areas away from the delamination. For a delamination at 

the rnidplane, considering the material from the midplane to the top of 

the panel as a separate plate, the bending stiffness of this portion 

is reduced by a factor of an eighth over that of the plate without a 

delamination since there is a reduction in thickness of one-half. 

(This property is dependent on the cube of the plate thickness.) 

Hence, approximating the bending stiffness by adding the stiffnesses 

on each side of the delamination still results in a static bending 
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stiffness reduction of one-quarter in the neighborhood of the 

delamination. The delamination is an in-plane crack with an 

associated stress raiser. Also, the inside free surfaces of the 

delamination can collide and rub together. This model of a 

delamination as a local resonator should provide a mechanism which is 

efficient at absorbing dynamic energy and dissipating it as heat. 

This model will be referred to as the local resonance model. 

Both of the above hypotheses are local models, in that a neces-

sary parameter for heating is controlled by a local material property 

or a local geometry. This is of primary importance since a nonde-

structive test technique is interested in locating and evaluating 

localized material flaws. If the dominant thermal events are due only 

to a structural resonance or some other global property, the technique 

has little value. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of this study are to explain and model the 

frequency related behavior of laminated fiber reinforced composite 

structures with de1aminations during vibrothermographic inspection, 

and to show the usefulness of the technique for inspecting fibrous 

composite parts for fla\'IS. Two models are proposed to explain the 

frequency-related behavior of vibrothermography, a local resonance 

model and a structural resonance model. The validity of these two 

models is tested experimentally. 
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The local model is developed using an analytic dynamical 

examination of a delamination in a panel. This extension of the local 

resonance model suggests an experiment as a test of the validity of 

the model. For this experiment, delaminations of a shape and size 

that allow a prediction of the free vibration frequencies are 

fabricated in a coupon or panel. The panel or coupon containing these 

flaws is then subjected to vibrothermographic inspection. If the 

local model is controlling the phenomenon, the predicted frequencies 

should correspond to the frequencies which cause the flaw to heat. 

The vibrothermographic inspections of impact damaged panels of 

graphite epoxy and a machine part fabricated from cross-plies of glass 

epoxy serve as examples of a practical application of the technique. 

During inspection of these structures, an optical displacement 

measurement device and a spectral analyzer are used to check for a 

structural resonance. In this manner if a structural resonance of the 

part were controlling the vibrothermographic experiment, it would be 

apparent. The development of the local model by the application of 

analytic dynamics to a delamination in a panel is presented in the 

following chapter. 



2. DELAMINATIONS IN PLATES DURING CYCLIC EXCITATION 

2.1 Vibrational Model of a Delamination 

For the development of a dynamical model of a delamination, or 

in-plane crack, in a plate subjected to vibrothermographic inspection, 

it is assumed the heat generated in the area around the flaw is 

related to the dynamic displacements, stresses, or velocities of the 

material in the flaw. The development of a model may allow the 

explicit determination of these variables. Also~ the model may have 

conclusions which could be tested experimentally to determine its 

validity. It will also establish a basis for the two models proposed 

in the Introduction. 

As a start, a panel is divided into two regions, one containing a 

single in-plane crack and the other, the remainder of the panel, as 

shown in Fig. 5. Consider each of these two regions as being separate 

from each other, with the interaction of one region with the other 

controlled by the boundary condition along the region where they 

meet. For the region containing the crack, the crack separates the 

plate into two p1ates of thicknesses which sum to the total plate 

thickness. Only a single plate will be considered, i.e., that portion 

of the original plate between the crack and the top or bottom of the 

plate. 

In choosing the boundary conditions, one must consider the order 

of the solution which is being sought. If Kirchoff's assumptions are 

made, for plate equations, two boundary conditions at the perimeter 

22 
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Figure 5. Model of in-plane delamination in a panel. 
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are required. However, if a higher order solution, such as a solution 

based on Mindlin plate theory which includes transverse shear is 

desired, then three conditions are required at the boundary. In 

Kirchoff solutions, that is, classical solutions, two boundary condi-

tions are required and there are two choices for each. First, either 

the displacement or the effective shear force, known as Kirchoff 

shear, must be chosen as a boundary condition. Then either the moment 

or the first spatial derivative of the displacement, i.e., slope, must 

be chosen as the second boundary condition (Ref. 15). Since the 

portions of the plate do not separate at the perimeter of the delami-

nation, the displacement must be one of the conditions. Both of the 

cases where either the moment is specified or the slope is specified 

are examined below. These solutions represent cases ranging from the 

most flexible (for specified moment) to the stiffest (for specified 

slope). 

In stating the boundary value problem, the exact differential 

equation will not be presented at this point. By using a differential 

operator, the equation can be written later in the correct form for an 

orthotropic or isotropic plate. However, it should be pointed out 

that the operator is fourth order. The problem is solved in a manner 

similar to that given by Meirovitch (Ref. 11): 

2 
l [w(s,n,t)] + M(s,n) d w(s.£,t) = o. 

dt 

With boundary conditions for case 1, 

(15) 
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w(s,n,t)lboundary = e(s,t), (16) 

and 

2 o w(s,11,t) I = f( t) 2 s' ; 
on boundary 

(17) 

or, for case 2, in place of Eqn. 17, 

cw ( s ,n , t) I f ( t) 
b d = s, • en oun ary 

(18) 

Where L is the appropriate differential operator, 

M is the density function, 

w is the displacement, 

s and ,, are the directions along and normal to the boundary, 

respectively, 

e is the specified displacement around the boundary, and 

f is the moment multiplied by the appropriate stiffness in 

Eqn. 17, or the slope of the plate at the boundary in Eqn. 18. 

The displacements are now chosen to be given by 

w(s,n,t) = v(s,n,t) + g(n) e(s,t) + h(n) f(s,t), (19) 

where g(n) and h(n) are functions which must be chosen to ensure 

satisfaction of the boundary conditions, and v(s,n,t) is the solution 

to the free vibration of the small plate. If n=a defines the 

boundary, then for case 1 the boundary conditions are satisfied if, 

g(a) = 1, 

h(a) = 0, 

(20) 

(21) 



and 

o2 ~(a) = 1. 
en 
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For case 2 if g remains as defin~d by Eqn. 20, but 

h(a) = 0 

and 
Oh(a) = 1 en _, 

then the boundary conditions are immediately satisfied. 

By using modal analysis, similar to Meirovitch (Ref. 11), 

v(s,n,t) can be restated as 

<X> 

v(s,n,t) = I vk(s,n) ~k(t), 
k=l 

where vk(s,n) satisfies 

L[v(s,n)] - w2M(s,n) v(s,n) = 0 

with boundary conditions: 

v(s,n)jboundary = O 

and 
o2v ( s ,n) I = 0 

cn2 ,boundary 

for case 1, and 

ov ( s ,n) I = 0 
en boundary 

for case 2, and 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 
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1\ (t) (30) 

where 

- - J L[e(s,t) + h{n) f{s,t)] + 
D 

02 
M(s,n) ~ [e{s,t) + h{n) f(s,t)]} vk(s,n) dD {31) 

ot 

and D is the domain of the flaw. Details of this modal analysis are 

included in appendix A. 

Parameters vk{s,n) and wk are the free vibration solutions. In 

case 1 these correspond to the simply-supported boundary conditions, 

and in case 2, the clamped boundary conditions. If the structure is 

large relative to the flaw size, the two coupling parameters, e(s,t) 

and f(s,t), should be dominated by the global vibration of the struc-

ture. However, v{s,n,t) contains a strong dependence on both the 

local and global properties; this dependence will be discussed 

below. 

Taking the Fourier transform of the displacement w, Eqn. 19, 

yields the displacement amplitude versus the frequency. The two para-

meters e{s,t) and f(s,t) are associated with the global vibration of 

the structure. The Fourier transform of the homogeneous solution 

v(s,n,t) requires transforming nk(t), Eqn. 30. The quantity Nk(t) is 

a generalized force that is related to the inertial and elastic forces 

due to the motion of the boundary and the moments or slopes imposed at 

the boundary. The right hand side of Eqn. 30 is the convolution of 

the generalized force, Nk, with the natural frequency functions of the 
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freely vibrating plate with initial displacements equal to the mode 

shapes and zero initial velocities. By the convolution theorem, the 

Fourier transform of ~k is, therefore, composed of the product of the 

Fourier transforms of the natural frequencies of the plate and the 

generalized forces applied due to the motion of the total structure. 

In order to clarify this, let a bar over a parameter represent 

the Fourier transform of that parameter. Also, we define the natural 

frequency functions of the freely vibrating plate with initial 

displacements equal to the mode shapes and zero initial velocities as 

rnk(t) = -1 sin[wkt]. {32) 
~ 

Hence, transforming Eqn. 19 to obtain a frequency-displacement 

relation yields 

w{s,n,f) = v{s,n,f) + g(n) e{s,f) + h(n)r{s,f). 

Rewriting Eqns. 25 and 30 as 

t 00 

v(s,n,t) = JI vk(s,n)mk(t-~)Nk(~)d~, 
o k=o 

and using the convolution theorem, the Fourier transform becomes 

00 

However, the Fourier transform of mk is (Ref. 16), 
- 1 mk(f) = j 2 ~k [o(f+fk) - o{f-Fk)J, 

where the relation 

( 33) 

(34) 

{35) 

(36) 
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~ = 2'ltf\ (37) 

has been used. In Eqn. 36, 6 is the impulse function and fk are the 

free vibration frequencies. Since only positive frequencies are 

physically meaningful, the first 6 is discarded. Expressing the 

Fourier transform as an amplitude and phase, Eqn. 36 becomes, 

(38) 

Hence the Fourier transform of the series of mk is a set of impulse 

functions spaced at each fk. The inclusion of damping will smooth out 

the impulse functions; however, the frequencies fk should dominate the 

spectrum. 

The local resonator model assumes that the displacements, or 

stresses, which produce the majority of the heat during a vibrothermo-

graphic investigation of a delamination are due to the local 

vibration, v, and it assumes that the frequency response is dominated 

by the local properties. That is, since in the frequency domain the 

local resonances, mk, are multiplied by the generalized 

forces, Nk, the local resonances determine which frequencies cause 

motion which will result in large heat emission. 

The coupling parameters e(s,t) and f(s,t) remain to be deter-

mined. These parameters couple the flawed region to the remaining 

structure. However, the structures considered are orthotropic, and 

the frequencies considered are high enough that higher natural modes 

are excited. Rotary inertia and transverse shear are not negligible 
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under these conditions. Since the problem then becomes very complex, 

rather than explicitly solving for e and f for a structure, experi-

mental techniques will be used to determine the dynamics of the total 

structure. 

In the structural resonance model, the assumption is made that 

the structural resonance is totally responsible for the heat generated 

around a flaw. The coupling terms in the displacement, e and f, 

appear explicitly in Eqn. 19 and also implicitly through the genera-

lized force, Eqn. 31. Certainly for a large structure and a small 

flaw, these terms are controlled primarily by the dynamics of the 

structure. 

Both the structural resonance and the local resonance models are 

approximations. The actual cause of the frequency dependence of the 

temperature increases observed at flaws during vibrothermography 

probably is related to the dynamics both locally and globally. Rut 

for the use of vibrothermography as a nondestructive testing tech-

nique, these approximations may satisfactorily model the frequency 

behavior of delaminations in panels. The experimental investigation 

will evaluate the validity of these two models. 

2.2 A Rayleigh-Ritz Approximation to the Natural Free Vibration 

Motion of an Orthotropic Rectangular Plate 

In the previous section a plate the size of the delamination, 

with boundary conditions prescribed in terms of the forces and 

displacements due to the structure containing it, was examined. For 
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the local resonance model the frequency parameters, Wk, of the free 

vibration of the plate determine the resonance of the plate, and hence 

the heating of the delamination. This section will outline the pro-

cedure for obtaining the frequency parameters for simply supported and 

clamped orthotropic plates. Also the magnitude of error in frequency 

prediction introduced by measurement of the relevant physical para-

meters will be discussed. A detailed development of the computer 

programs based upon Ref. 17 by Ashton and Whitney is included in 

Appendix B. 

For a symmetrically laminated, orthotropic rectangular plate, the 

governing criterion for free vibration is given by Ref. 17 as 

1 
2 

0 

a 
J 

is a stationary value with respect to any variation in the displace-

ment v, where 

D .. = 
1J 

h/2 2 
J Q (z) z dz 
-h/2 i j 

for a plate thickness h and 

(40) 

( 41) 
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Using a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure we choose 

m n 
v(x,y) = l I a.· <I>; (x) eJ.(y) 

i=l j=l lJ 
(42) 

where <!>; (x) and 0j(Y) satisfy the boundary conditions on the perimeter 

of the plate, i.e., at x=o,a, and y=o,b. After inserting Eqn. 40 into 

Eqn. 39 and taking the variation with respect to aij to minimize the 

functional, the result is 
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for i=l, ••••• m and j=l, •••• n ( 43) 

The primes over ~and dots over e denote differentiation with respect 

to x and y, respectively. The quantities $ and e have been chosen to 

be the solutions of the free vibration of a beam with the appropriate 

end conditions. Hence ~satisfies 

d4 ~i 2 
~ - ~i ~i = 0, 
dx 

and e satisfies 

d4 e. 
J 2 ~- a.e. = 0, 

dy J J 

with boundary conditions of either 

2 0 cj). ., 
<f>; = --2- = 0 at x=o or a, 

ox 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 
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and 

·c:i2e. ( 47) e. = --t- = O at y=O or b, J oy 

for case 1 (simply supported) or 

ocp. 
cp. , 

0 at x=o or a, (48) =-= 1 ox 
and 

ae. 
e. =-J = O at y=o or b, (49) J oy 

for case 2 (c1amped). The parameters ~- and a. satisfy, for case 1, , J 

(; 1t) 
2 

~; = i=l,2, •••• m a ' 

(~ 1t) 
2 

a. = ' j=l,1 ••• n, J 

and, for case 2, 

cos(~;a) cosh(~ia) = 1 

cos(a.b) cosh(a.b) = 1. 
J J 

( 50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

Because of the choice of e and ~. the following simplifications can be 

made (Appendix B), 

(54) 
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( 55) 

{56) 

and 

{57) 

Because e and $ form orthogonal sets 

(58) 

and 

(59) 

where otj is unity if .R.=j and is zero otherwise. 

Now the following parameters are defined: 

the plate aspect ratio, 

i; = a/b, (60) 

the stiffness ratios, 

(61) 

and 

(62) 

the frequency parameter, 

(63) 
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and a stiffness parameter for a unidirectional laminate, 

(64) 

For the above, a is the length of the plate, b is the width of the 

plate, Ei1 is Young's modulus in the 1 direction, E22 is Young's 

modulus in the 2 direction, G12 is the shear modulus, w is 2~ multi-

plied by the frequency, v12 is Poisson's ratio, and pis the mass 

density per unit area of the plate. 

For unidirectional and cross-ply laminates, 016 and 026 are 

zero. So, considering a unidirectional laminate and Eqns. 54-64, the 

governing equation (Eqn. 44) becomes, 

i=l,2, ••• ,m and j=l,2, ••• ,n (65) 

For the simply-supported plate, case 1, 

(66) 

and 

(67) 
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Hence for the simply-supported case the evaluation of the integrals 

over the domain defines the values of K. The computer program, based 

on Eqn. 65, that solves for the frequency parameter K for a clamped 

plate is included in Appendix B. 

It is worth considering the error introduced by measurement of 

the relevant physical parameters. An error in measuring the length or 

width results in an error in the frequency prediction on the order of 

the square of the error of the measurement. This is verified by 

noting the power on the spatial parameter, b, in Eqn. 63. Since the 

density is expressed as mass per plate area, a conversion of this 

density to mass per volume results in a linear dependence of the 

frequency parameter on thickness. Hence, an error in measuring the 

thickness causes an error in the frequency of the same order. Because 

E22, E11, Gi2 and v12 are implicit1y contained in Eqn. 65~ a para-

metric study was made by changing values of these material parameters, 

as presented in Table I, for a clamped square orthotropic plate and 

inputting the parameters into the computer program. The first set of 

parameters are the measured values for unidirectional 1002 Scotchply, 

E-gl ass epoxy, (Ref. 18). The next two rows represent sl "i ght changes 

in the shear modulus followed by changes in the stiffness ratios and 

then a variation of Poisson's ratio from the measured value. As can 

be seen, small errors in E22 , E11 , G12 , v12 , and h do not greatly 

affect the value of the frequency parameter k. However, the errors in 

measuring the size of the plate do make large differences in the esti-

mate of the modal frequencies. To illustrate this error, consider the 
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Table 1. 

Parameter Study of Freely Vibrating Clamped Orthotropic Square Pl ate 

Vibrational Parameter, 
Material Properties kn of the n mode 

E22/E11 Gi2/E22 v12 kl k2 k3 

0.312 0.26 0.3 27.18 44.36 65.36 

0.312 0.30 0.3 27.18 44.65 65.28 

0.312 0.20 0.3 26.85 43.90 64.78 

0.320 0.26 0.3 27.16 44.78 65.16 

0.300 0.26 0.3 26.88 43.72 64.95 

0.312 0.26 0.25 26.97 44.12 64.96 

0.312 0.26 0.35 27 .• 12 44.53 65.19 
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possibility of measuring the plate to be ten percent larger or smaller 

than its true size. For this error the value of the frequency para-

meter, by Eqn. 63, is approximately twenty percent larger or smaller, 

respectively, than would be obtained for the true size. As an 

approximation, the error of the frequency parameter due to an error in 

measuring the size of the pl ate wi 11 be twice as large as the error in 

measuring the size of the plate. 



3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

3.1 Structures and Materials Examined 

In order to understand the dynamic behavior of defects during 

vibrothermographic inspection, several types of flaws in graphite 

epoxy and glass epoxy parts were examined. A description of the types 

of flaws and the components containing them follows. 

3.1.1 Fabricated Delaminations 

Figure 6 illustrates a method for constructing a simulated dela-

mination in a composite panel or coupon of a fiber reinforced compo-

site, in this case an E-glass epoxy coupon. The two sheets of mylar 

tape form the free surface of the in-plane crack or delamination. The 

cellophane tape functions as a seal to keep the epoxy matrix from 

flowing between the mylar during the cure cycle of the prepreg. A 

strain gage can be included between the mylar as a source of heat when 

powered electrically through foil strips leading out of the 

specimen. This allows an order of magnitude to be established for the 

heat generated during vibrothermographic inspection. The results of 

this experiment will be discussed in the next chapter. 

By the process of including mylar tape during the fabrication of 

a composite specimen, the geometry and size of the flaw can be con-

trolled. The depth into the specimen can also be varied by placing 

the flaw package between the desired plies in a laminate. 

Two fla1'/s of controlled sizes were laminated in the midplane of a 

two-ply, one-foot square panel of 1002 Scotchply E-glass epoxy. The 

40 
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STRAIN GAGE__. 

( 1/32 x 0.005) r FOlL LEADS 

~--~=A: 
L x M 

Figure 6. Fabrication details for a simulated delamination with a 
strain gage included as a heat source. 
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panel was cut to yield two coupons 8 in. (20.3 cm) long and 1 in. 

(2.54 cm) wide, each with one flaw in the middle of the width ahd 

length. The flaw sizes were chosen to be approximately 0.20 in. 

(0.508 cm) and 0.125 in. {0.317 cm) square. This choice of dimensions 

for the flaws was based on the local vibration model discussed in 

Chapter 2. These dimensions yield a first mode resonance of 10 kHz 

and 25.6 kHz, respectively, for a clamped square plate with a thick-

ness of half the coupon thickness. 

As a further test of the local vibration model in a thick panel, 

a one foot square, four-ply 1002 Scotchply E-glass epoxy plate was 

fabricated with two square flaws with dimensions of 0.29 x 0.28 in. 

(0.74 x 0.71 cm) and 0.40 x 0.37 in. (1.0 x 0.94 cm), respectively, 

inserted at the midplane. The flaws were centered 2.875 in. (7.3 cm) 

above the horizontal center line and 2 in. (5.08 cm) on each side of 

the vertical center line. 

3.1.2 Impact Damaged Panels 

Vibrothermography, being a field technique, should be ideally 

suited for finding damage in panels of advanced composites. Most NOE 

techniques either require access to both sides of the panel being 

interrogated er are limited to investigating only a small area or 

volume of material. Vibrothermographic inspection can be performed on 

a panel where access to one side is limited or prevented. The mecha-

nical shaker can be attached to the part to be examined by a vacuum 

cone type connector. Section 3.2 discusses the use of such con-

nectors. Hence, if damage can be found and evaluated by 
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vibrothermography, the latter would have significant advantages over 

other techniques such as ultrasonic C-scanning, X-ray radiography, 

pulse-echo ultrasonics, and eddy current methods. As samples to test 

the ability to locate and evaluate damage by vibrothermography, and to 

judge the merits of the dynamic models previously proposed, a number 

of graphite epoxy panels were fabricated. Damage zones were then 

created by dropping steel spheres from various heights onto the 

panels. A description of the panels and the drop test follows. 

Three 15 in. (38.1 cm) square panels of cross-ply Narmco 5208 

graphite epoxy of four, eight and sixteen-plies, (0,90)s, (0,90,0,90)s 

and (02,902,02,902)s, respectively, were damaged by dropping three 

different solid steel spheres 1.0, 0.625, and 0.50 in. (2.54, 1.59, 

and 1.27 cm) in diameter and of mass 66.6, 16.6~ and 8.4 g on three 

different quadrants on each panel. The first drop test was from a 

height of 14 ft. 1 in. (4.29 m). However the lower energies resulting 

from this relatively small height failed to produce damage detectable 

by either ultrasonic C-scans or vibrothermographic inspection in the 

eight and sixteen ply laminates. That is, the impact damage was 

indistinguishable from defects naturally occurring in the virgin 

panels. These two panels were impacted again by the same steel 

spheres from a drop height of 45 ft. 2 in. (13.8 m). The drop heights 

and the estimated rebound heights are given in Table II. 

3.1.3 Gate Rotor 

A pair of gate rotors is used in a balanced rotor single screw 

hydraulic pump for sealing. Figure 7 shows a pump assembly with the 
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Table II 

Drop Impact Test for Cross-Ply Graphite Epoxy 15" Square Panels 

First Impact Drop Height = 169 in. (4.29 m) 

Panel Graphite Epoxy 

{0,90)s 

(0,90,0,90)s 
No. 1 

Steel Sphere Mass 

66.7 g 
16.6 g 
8.4 g 

66.7 g 
16.6 g 
8.4 g 

66.7 g 
16.6 g 
8.4 g 

Second Impact Drop Height = 45 1 

(0~90,0,90)s 56.7 g 
No. 1 16.6 g 

8.4 g 

(o2,9o2,o2,9o2)s 66.7 g 
16.6 g 
8.4 g 

Bounce Height Estimated 

11 in. {27.9 cm) 
3 in. ( 7 .61 cm) 
2.5 in. ( 6.4 cm) 

>10 in. (25.4 cm) 
3 in. ( 7.6 cm) 
l in. ( 2.5 cm) 

3 in. ( 7.6 cm) 
1.5 in. ( 3.8 cm) 

No rebound 

2" (13.8 m) 

>48 in. ( l • 2 m) 
Unknown 

22 in. (56 cm) 

32 ; n. (81 cm) 
13 in. (33 cm) 

No rebound 
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Figure 7. Single screw gate rotor pump with gate rotor seal on left 
marked with 11 R. 11 
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top housing removed and the gate rotor marked with an "R." Figure 8 

details this part which is machined from a (0,90) system cross-ply E-

glass epoxy panel, and each tooth is numbered for later reference. 

The gate rotor investigated had been in service for approximately 70 

hrs. when the companion bronze worm screw in the center of Fig. 7 

failed. Since hydraulic oil surrounded the seal during operation, 

regions of delamination damage have been stained in the semitrans-

parent E-glass epoxy. Figure 9, a photo of the region around tooth 7 

illustrates this staining. These regions have been mapped as the 

irregular curves on the teeth of the gate rotor in Fig. 8. It should 

be noted that each tooth has two sides cut on a 45° bevel. Hence only 

one-half the area of each tooth has a constant thickness. Because of 

its complex geometry, the gate rotor is difficult to examine with most 

NDE techniques. However because the defects are stained, the rotor 

provides a unique test of the effectiveness of any NOE method. The 

results of a vibrothermographic investigation 1vere compared to ultra-

sonic C-scans and penetrant-enhanced radiographs. The results of 

these tests will be presented in the following chapter. 

3.2 Ultrasonic Shaker, Driving Equipment and Attachment of Structure 

Being Interrogated 

The Wilcoxon F-7 piezoelectric shaker was driven by a 300 watt 

Amplifier Research model 700A power amplifier. The signal source for 

the power amplifier was either a Hewlett-Packard 4204A Oscillator or a 

Spectral Dynamics Sweep Oscillator. This system had a useful 

frequency range from 9 to over 100 kHz. However the maximum frequency 
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Fiqure 8. Diagram of gate rotor seal with damaged areas indicated. 
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Figure 9. Photograph of tooth 7 showing stained delamination regions. 
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observed to produce a thermal emission with this system was only 31 

kHz. The 9 kHz lower limit was imposed by the power amplifier. This 

device was unreliable. During this study, many times the amplifier 

failed entirely or partially. The latter was particularly incon-

venient since it caused only a reduction in the power being supplied 

to the shaker and could go unnoticed. Even if a change in amplifi-

cation was detected, it caused difficulty in comparing results 

obtained on different days. Hhile the amplifier variability caused 

problems comparing the temperatures observed, it did not appear to 

affect the frequency at which a region or zone reached a maximum tem-

perature during vibrothermographic inspection. The amplitude of the 

power to the shaker may determine whether a specific zone heats enough 

to be detected. In some cases, a zone heated enough to be detected 

on1y at full power. But for locations of strong heat generation, 

there was no observed amplitude dependence of the frequency which 

caused peak heating. 

Three methods were used to attach structures to the shaker. In 

examining the coupons and the gate rotor, a clamp consisting of 

several plates, Figs. 10 and 11, was bolted to the shaker. Two other 

methods were used on some panels. Usually a 3/8 in. (0.95 cm) hole 

was drilled through the panel and an appropriate length 3/8-24 bolt 

was used to attach the panel to the shaker. A second method was to 

use a vacuum cone similar to the cone used in Ref. 6 for attaching 

panels to an electromagnetic shaker for excitation frequencies under 1 

kHz. This device worked wel! in attaching panels to the F7 Wilcoxon 
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PLATE B PLATE A 

A 

DIMENSIONS 
IN INCHES 

Figure 10. Clamp for attaching coupon specimens to shaker for vibro-
thermographic inspection. 
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GATE ROTOR SEAL 

VIBRATION 
DIRECTION 

Figure 11. Clamp for attaching gate rotor seal to shaker for vibro-
thermographic inspection. 
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piezoelectric shaker for frequencies above 10 kHz. Figure 12 is a 

diagram of the dimensions of the cone. This method was not used 

throughout the present work for the panels because of the lack of a 

suitable vacuum pump. However, for large panels which do not contain 

a hole, or if access is limited to only one side of the panel, this 

technique provides a very suitable alternative for introduction of 

mechanical energy into the specimen. 

Two rules must be observed when designing clamps to secure a 

structure to a mechanical shaker. First there must be a very small 

clearance between the clamp dimensions and the part. Secondly an 

ultrasonic couplant must be applied between all interfaces between the 

clamp, the structure, and the shaker. Usually the couplant used in 

this study was stopcock grease. Failure to follow these two rules 

will cause the experiments to have poor reproducibility. If the 

clearance between parts is too great, the apparent heating due to con-

duction of heat from the shaker will be larger than otherwise, due to 

surface movements between the parts causing heating. The couplant is 

needed to ensure transmission of mechanical energy between the shaker 

and structure. 

3.3 Dynamic Displacement Measurements 

In this study the methods used for experimentally determining the 

motion of the structure under vibrothermographic investigation were 

point techniques. Field techniques for monitoring the vibration of a 

structure, such as holography, are usually delicate, requiring an 

optical table and precise alignment. Usually these techniques are 
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Figure 12. Cone for attaching shaker to panel using a vacuum between 
inside of the cone and the panel. 
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expensive to develop. The point techniques considered here are easily 

used, being insensitive to room vibration and requiring no precise 

alignment. In addition, the techniques are relatively inexpensive. 

However, point techniques are very limited since the information 

acquired determines only the motion of a point. It must be recognized 

that the phenomenon being investigated is the motion of an entire 

structure and hence is a motion field. 

In order to expand upon the disadvantages of monitoring a single 

point on a structure, consider a beam pinned on both ends. For free 

vibration of this system the normal modes are 

Ur (x) = sin ;_ 10( • r= 1, 2 ••• (68) 

For instance, if the mid length position was being monitored with a 

point sensing optical displacement device at a frequency corresponding 

to r=l, the displacement would be observed. However, at a frequency 

corresponding to r=2 the point sensor would be at a node and would not 

detect this frequency. Hence measurements at more than one point are 

necessary and the lack of a response at a certain frequency in the 

spectrum at a point does not necessarily eliminate the possibility of 

a resonance at this frequency. The existence of a peak in the spec-

trum probably does indicate a resonance at this frequency. 

Two types of sensors were used in this study to detect the dis-

placements, a fiber optic sensor and a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

foil sensor. A discussion of these sensors follows. 

The fiber optic sensor was a KD-100 Fotonic sensor manufactured 

by Meehan i cal Technology Incorporated. This sensor utilizes two sets 
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of glass fibers to form a bundle. One set transmits light from a 

light source to the head piece. The other set transmits light 

received at the head piece from the surroundings to a photocell which 

produces a proportional voltage. Figure 13 illustrates the relation 

of the headpiece to the surface being monitored for a completely 

reflective surface. For a surface a distance s1 from the head piece, 

the receiving set views a portion of the sending set indicated as 

a1. At a distance s2 from the head piece to the surface, the 

receiving set views a portion of the sending set indicated as a2· 

Because a2 is larger than a1 more light is captured and the sensor 

signal is a higher voltage. Over two domains the amount of light 

incident on the receiving set from the sending set is linearly propor-

tional to the distance of the surface from the head piece. This is a 

dynamic device in that if the distance between the surface and head 

piece varies with time, the voltage output from the device, which is 

linearly related to the displacement, varies with time. In Fig. 14 

the 1 in ear bands are indicated by the shaded region. In the figure 

the surface is assumed to be completely reflective. The surface of 

the structures examined in this study are semidiffuse and not com-

pletely reflective. However, Fig. 13 is still valid for these sur-

faces due to the flexibility of having two scale factors, multipliers 

1 and 2. The electronics of the Fotonic sensor limits the device to 

detecting frequencies below 400 kHz. More information on the Fotonic 

sensor may be found in the User 1 s Manual, Ref. 19. The area over 

which the sensor averages the displacement is approximately 
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Figure 13. Diagram of Fotonic headpiece showing the geometry of the 
optics for the close band of the device for a reflective 
surface at s1 and s2. 
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Figure 14. Voltage versus displacement relat·ionship for Fotonic sensor, two linear bands are shaded. 
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one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter (0.159 cm). Alignment was made 

and maintained by a fixture containing three degrees of freedom, two 

of which, the vertical and one horizontal, are measured by micro-

meters. The Fotonic sensor is insensitive to slight misalignments, 

and room vibration is easily eliminated by filtering the output. 

Tests showed that the sensor also ignored electrical emissions from 

the mechanical shaker and other equipment in the area. This system 

has several other advantages: (i) the location under investigation is 

easily changed and (ii) the probe does not touch or affect the surface 

being investigated. However, if the surfaces are not uniform, a reca-

libration of the device is usually necessary when changing specimens 

or locations. In the present work, no recalibration is needed to 

obtain a displacement versus frequency curve since only relative 

information at a single point is required. By experimentation it 

became apparent that the lower band (Fig. 14) gave the best results 

for obtaining the displacement versus frequency information. This is 

probably due to the increased sensitivity in this band (i. e., the 

slope of the curve is greater) and the smaller averaged area. 

The PVDF sensors are made from a piezoelectric polymer sheet 

which produces an electric voltage proportional to its motion. This 

sheet has a thin aluminum film deposited on both sides to serve as 

electrodes. Thin metal strips were glued to small squares of PVDF 

with electrically conductive epoxy. Care was taken to ensure that all 

the sensors were made with the polarizations in the same direction so 
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that similar motion would give signals which were in phase. The 

sensors were applied to the point of interest on a specimen by double-

sided adhesive tape and connected to an operational amplifier. The 

output reflects the displacements averaged over the area of the 

sensor. The majority of the signal is a result of extension of the 

foil along its major (in-plane) axis. Hence, the output from the 

device reflects the extension due to bending of the outer surface of a 

plate subjected to cyclic excitation. Reference 20 summarizes the 

properties and uses of polyvinylidene fluoride films. 

The PVOF sensors have the disadvantage of having to be in contact 

with the surface being studied; however they were extremely inexpen-

sive and only one Fotonic sensor was available. The PVDF sensors were 

used when the motion at more than one location was of interest. 

Because the direction of polarization was the same for all the 

sensors, and the PVDF material has a good frequency response, the 

outputs from two sensors could be compared to acquire the phase diffe-

rence between the motion of two different locations. 

To perform the Fourier transform of the displacement sensors, a 

Hewlett-Packard 5420A Signal Analyzer was used. In addition to gene-

rating a response function or displacement amplitude versus 

frequency curve, a cross transform of two signals can be used to 

extract the phase difference between them at any frequency. To pursue 

this further, the Fourier integral is defined as 

-~ 

n(f) = J h(t) exp[-j2~ft] dt. (69) 
-~ 
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Now in general n(F) can be expressed as 

n(f} = H(f) exp[jeh(f)], (70) 

where H(f) is the amplitude and is positive, and eh(f) is the phase 

angle of the Fourier transform (Ref. 16). If two signals h(f) and 

g(f) are transformed and then multiplied, the result is the cross 

Fourier transform of the two, or in equation form, 

n(f} * g(f} = {H(f) exp[jeh(f)]} * {G(f) exp (je9 (f)]}, (71) 

or 

n{f) * g{f) = {H(f) * G(f)} exp (j(eh(f) + eg(f))]. (72) 

But if h(t) is used as the trigger signal for the device performing 

the Fourier transform, and h(t) is a cyclic signal, then eh(f) is zero 

and e9(f) is the difference in phase between the two signals. Hence 

the cross Fourier transform yields the phase difference between two 

signals if one is used as a reference or trigger for the transform 

device. 

The first attempts to acquire a displacement frequency curve used 

the random noise source on the analyzer as an input into the amplifier 

to drive the shaker. The output from a displacement sensor was con-

nected to one input channel and the output of the noise source into 

the second input on the Analyzer. In transfer function mode, the 

Analyzer then divided the Fourier transform of the displacement signal 

by the Fourier transform of the noise source. Results obtained in 
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this manner contained a large amount of noise and the results were not 

reproducible from one test to another. 

A second technique did, however, result in a reproducible dis-

placement-frequency estimate with minimum noise. In this technique a 

sweep oscillator was used as the input signal to the power amplifier 

which drove the shaker. The Analyzer was set to stable average the 

Fourier transform. In stable average mode the Analyzer takes many 

time samples of the input signal, transforms these samples, adds them 

together, and divides this sum by the number of samples taken (Ref. 

21). The sweep oscillator then scans from a frequency below the lower 

cutoff of the power amplifier (8 kHz) to a frequency above the upper 

limit of the Analyzer (25.5 kHz) at a rate of approximately 500 Hz per 

minute. This operation takes about 30 minutes for each displacement-

frequency plot but produces reproducible results. Figures 15 and 16 

represent the displacement-frequency response of the Wilcoxon shaker 

with no load. The displacement was observed at the shaker head by the 

Fotonic sensor using the technique of sweeping the frequency. 

3.4 Supportive Nondestructive Evaluation Techniques 

During this study X-ray Radiography, ultrasonic C-scan, and 

replication techniques were used to verify the location and extent of 

damage, and to document the flaws in the structures being examined. A 

short description of these techniques follows. 
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3.4.1 X-ray Radiography 

A Hewlett-Packard 4380N X-system Faxitron Series was used with 

Kodak Industrex M-5 film. Zinc iodide, tetrabromoethane, and gold 

chloride were used as X-ray opaque penetrants to enhance flaw detec-

tion. These penetrants were only effective on flaws that intersected 

the outside of the structure since a penetration path is needed to the 

flaw. X-ray radiography was used only on the gate rotor seal. 

3.4.2 Ultrasonic C-scan 

An Automation Industries S80 Reflectoscope was used to provide an 

ultrasonic C-scan. Water immersion was used to provide coupling of 

the sound between the 10 mHz transducer and the specimen. The tech-

nique involved pulsing the transducer to generate an ultrasonic pulse 

which traveled through the structure to an aluminum reflection plate 

and then back through the structure to the transducer which also 

served as a receiver. The received signal is then compared in ampli-

tude to a preset level. If the received amplitude is above this 

level, the pen is instructed to write. All the ultrasonic C-scans 

included in this study are based on a good ultrasonic transmission 

zone being grey and a poor region of ultrasonic transmission being 

white. 

3.4.3 Replication 

The replication technique provides a topographic replica of the 

specimen surface. A piece of ce11ulose acetate is placed on the 

surface and softened with acetone. The tape is allowed to harden and 
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then is removed from the surface. The result is a permanent impres-

sion of the surface that can be magnified optically to reveal 

detail. This technique was used to document the damage to the cross-

ply graphite epoxy panels caused by the steel sphere impacts. The 

panels were sectioned through the regions of impact damage and 

replicas were made of the sectioned edge. A Bell and Howell ABR 

microfiche reader was used to magnify and print the image of the 

replicas. 



4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The foll owing chapter presents and discusses the results of the 

tests on structures and parts with the techniques introduced 

previously. Experiments were particularly performed to test the local 

resonance and structural resonance models. However, many of the 

structures investigated each represent a possible practical case of 

vibrothermography as a nondestructive evaluation method. 

4.1 Fabricated Flaws 

In this section the results of the experiments conducted using 

simulated flaws of the type shown in Fig. 6 will be presented and dis-

cussed. These experiments consisted of tests of the two resonance 

models, and of the simulation of an internal heat source with an 

imbedded strain gage. 

4.1.1 Simuiated Delaminations in Coupons 

Thermographic patterns of the two-ply coupon with a flaw size of 

one-fifth in. (0.51 cm) square are shown in Figs. 17, 18, 19, and 20 

while being excited by the shaker at frequencies of 10.2, 13.0, 18.35 

and 26.l kHz, respectively. 

the 680 Thermovision system. 

These four therrnograms are products of 

With the 680 system, the reference color 

bands are at the bottom of the figure. To interpret the information 

on the thermogram, the ten colors from black to white can be consi-

dered to represent ten temperature ranges from cold to hot. The width 

of the scale from black to white is 20° AGA (1° AGA refers to the unit 

66 
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Figure 17. Vibrothermogram of [02] coupon with one-fifth inch square 
simulated delamination. (10.2 kHz excitation frequency, 
2° AGA per color). 
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Figure 18. Vibrothermogram of [02] coupon ~iith one-fifth inch square 
simulated delamination. (13 kHz excitation frequency, 
0.5° AGA per color). 
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lbrothermogram of [02] coupon with one-fifth inch square 
imulated delamination. (18.35 kHz excitation frequency, 
.5° AGA per color). 
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Figure 20. Vibrothermogram of [02] coupon with one-fifth inch square 
simulated delamination. (26. 1 kHz excitation frequency, 
0.5° AGA per color). 
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of temperature as set by the sensor and electronics of the AGA thermo-

vision system) for Fig. 17 and 5° AGA for Figs. 18, 19, and 20. Each 

color change represents a tenth of this scale change. Thus for Fig. 

17, each color represents 2° AGA, while for Figs. 18, 19, and 20, each 

color is 0.5° AGA. This representation of temperatures is arbitrary 

since no absolute temperature has been defined. For an absolute tem-

perature value, the camera must view a reference surface whose abso-

lute temperature is known. Also the temperature scale on the thermo-

graphic camera assumes the object being viewed is a black body. Hence 

the temperatures found by this method are actually low, and to correct 

this error these temperatures should be divided by the emissivity of 

the surface being investigated. In this study no attempt was made to 

correct for the emissivities of the surfaces being viewed and all the 

temperatures reported are relative to the temperature at some point 

away from the flaws. In using thermography as a nondestructive inves-

tigating tool, knowledge of the relative differences in temperature 

scale is linearly related to the celsius scale only for temperatures 

between 20 and 40°C. Hence in this study the term 0 AGA will exclude 

the correction factors for the emissivity and nonlinearity. Tables 

for conversion of 0 AGA to °Celcius and corrections for emissivity are 

included in Refs. 22 and 23. 

In Figs. 17, 18, 19, and 20, the oval of color in the center was 

the location of the simulated flaw. Figure 21 was a vibrothermogram 

of the one-eighth in. (0.32 cm) square flaw with an excitation 

frequency of 24 kHz. The frequencies of excitation of 
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Figure 21. Vibrothermogram of [02] coupon with one-eighth inch square 
simulated delamination. (24 kHz excitation frequency, 
0.5° AGA per color). 
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Figs. 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 were frequencies of peak heating of the 

smaller flaw in the coupons. Table III presents the experimental 

data, parameters, and the prediction of the peak frequencies based on 

the local resonance model. The flaw size was obtained by measuring 

the size of the mylar inclusion with a low power microscope which had 

an internal scale which could resolve 0.1 mm •• The two numbers in 

each row under the heading "~alytic Frequency" reflect the cases 

where the edge of the flaw plate is assumed to be either simply 

supported or clamped, respectively, and were products of the Rayleigh-

Ritz program in Appendix B. These frequency sets represent the first 

mode for the one-eighth in. square flaw and the first, second, and 

third vibration mode for the one-fifth in. square flaw. The 

temperature difference was obtained during steady state excitation of 

the specimen at the frequency listed under the heading "Observed Peak 

Frequencies." The frequency variation or change from the frequency 

peak which caused a def ~ctable temperature decrease is also given in 

Table III. The far right column is the minimum temperature difference 

which could be detected by the AGA 680 system from the coldest point 

to the hottest point on the specimen with the selected scale. 

The agreement of the frequency of the first vibrational mode with 

that observed for the peak heating for the one-eighth in. square flaw 

was excellent. The agreement for the first three modes for the one-

fi fth in. square flaw was fair. The vibrothennal peak observed at 13 

kHz, Fig. 18, did not heat to as high a degree as the peaks at 10.2 or 

18.35 kHz. Referring back to the frequency displacement curve 



Table III 

Vibrothermal Peak Frequencies in Two-Ply Coupons 

Frequency 
Frequencies Variation 

Analytically Temperature which causes Minimum 
Predicted Experimentally Difference Detectable Detectable 
(Simply Observed from Drop in Difference in 

Supported-- Peak Far Field Temperature Temperature 
Fl aw Size Clamped) Frequencies 0 AGA from Peak 0 AGA 

0.134x0.126 in. 23.6 -24.8 kHz 23.9 kHz 1 0.1 kHz 0.5 -....J 
.,i:::. 

(0.34x0.32 cm) 

0.201x0.193 in. 10.37-10.57 kHz 10.2 kHz 14 Oe04 kHz 2 

(0.5lx0.49 cm) 17.53-17.92 kHz 18.35 kHz 2.5 0.01 kHz 0.5 

24.72-24.98 kHz 26.1 kHz 0.5 0.035 kHz 

13.0 kHz 1.5 0.03 kHz 0.5 
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(Fig. 15), the shaker-amplifier system has a very strong resonance 

around 12 kHz. This may have contributed to the development of this 

peak. In Fig. 15 the absolute maximum response occurs at 9.79 kHz, 

and may be responsible for the first vibrothermal peak occurring at a 

lower frequency than predicted. In addition, as was sited in section 

2.2, an error in a size measurement of the flaw causes an error of the 

frequency measurement on the order of the square of the measurement 

error. Discounting the 13 kHz peak, the worst prediction was the 

third mode for the one-fifth in. square flaw, and this prediction was 

within 933 of the actual observed frequency. 

In order to determine the motion of each side of a delamination 

being excited at a frequency which causes heating, PVOF sensors were 

mounted on each outside surface of the 1/5" square simulated delami-

nation. In the neighborhood of the first plate vibration mode, the 

whole sensor should be subjected to the same motion and produce a 

voltage proportional to, and at the same frequency as, the motion of 

the surface of the delamination. The results presented in Table III 

indicate that the one-fifth in. square flaw is undergoing first mode 

vibration when excited by the shaker in the neighborhood of 10 kHz. 

To determine if the sides of the delamination are slapping together, 

rubbing, or a combination of these modes, the relative motion of these 

sides must be known, that is, the phase of one side relative to the 

other. The phase difference of the motion of the two sides was 

acquired by performing the cross Fourier transformation on the ampli-

fied outputs of the PVDF sensors, as shown in Fig. 22, with the 
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excitation frequency being 10.2 kHz. Notice that the phase between 

the two sensors is approximately 170°. The same polarizations of the 

PVDF film were placed outward from the specimen, so this means the two 

sides of the delamination were moving in and out of the plane of the 

specimen almost together. That is, when one side was moving out, the 

opposite side was moving in. Figure 23 is a similar cross Fourier 

transform of the outputs of sensors at 10 kHz. A comparison of the 

amplitudes of the cross Fourier transforms at these two frequencies 

shows the amplitude to be 5 times greater at 10.2 kHz. Table IV 

presents the difference in steady state temperature between the center 

of the flaw and the far field temperature at various frequencies. The 

largest temperature difference occurs between 10.20 and 10.22 kHz. 

Figures 24 and 25 are Fourier transforms of the amplified output of a 

PVOF sensor on top of the flaw and on the same side but 1/2 in. below 

the flaw, respective1y. The amplification is the same on both of 

these two figures but the driving amplitude is different than the 

previous two cross Fourier transforms. A comparison of these two 

figures shows that the amplitude of motion is approximately twice as 

great for the area over the flaw. Figure 26 is the Fourier transform 

of the output of the sensor over the flaw after the second sensor has 

been removed from the coupon. The amplification of the sensor output 

and the driving amplitude to the shaker are the same as in Figs. 24 

and 25. The amplitude of this sensor increased by a factor of 3.5 

with the removal of the second sensor. Apparently the PVDF sensor 
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Table IV 

Observed Steady State Temperatures and Frequencies for the 
One-Fifth Inch Square Flaw 

Driving Frequency 
kHz 

9.9 
9.97 
9.98 

10 
10.06 
10.07 
10.08 
10.13 
10.18 
10.19 
10.2 
10.21 
10.22 
10.23 
10.24 
10.25 

Temperature Difference 
from Far Field at the 

Same Amplifier Gain 
0 AGA 

1 
1 
2 
2.5 
2.5 
3 
4 
6 
6 
6 
8 
8 
8 
6 
4 
4 
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below the flaw was absorbing a large portion of the vibrational energy 

in the region. 

The above results indicate that the frequencies responsible for 

vibrothermal activity of the flaws are controlled by a local resonance 

of the flaw; however, a better test would be to repeat the experiment 

in thicker laminates and on real delaminations. The results of the 

fabricated flaws in a one-foot square four-ply Gl-Ep laminate are 

presented in the next section. 

4.1.2 Two Fabricated Flaws in a One-Foot Square [04] Glass Epoxy 

Laminate 

A vibrothermograph of the portion of the panel containing the two 

flaws with a temperature scale of 0.2° AGA per color and an excitation 

frequency of 10.09 kHz is shown as Fig. 27. The 780 AGA system places 

the reference color band with a numbered scale on the left of the 

graph, running vertically as can be seen in this figure. The two 

dominant hot spots, the white regions, are the smaller and larger 

simulated flaws, left and right respectively. Notice the strong 

column of hot spots, green and purple, on the right and the intermit-

tent set on the left in pink and red. 

Table V presents the dimensions of the flaws, the vibrational 

mode number of the predicted frequencies, the predicted frequences, 

the frequencies of the observed vibrothermal peaks, and the maximum 

steady state temperature difference from the center of the fl aw to the 

surrounding region. The dimensions reflect the measured region of 

poor ultrasonic transmission around each flaw as determined by a 
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Figure 27. Vibrothermogram of [04] Gl-Ep panel with two fabricated 
delaminations. (10.09) kHz excitation frequency, 0.2° AGA 
per color). 



Flaw Size 

0.29x0.28 in. 
(0. 74x0. 71 cm} 

O. 40x O. 37 in. 
(1.0x0.94 cm) 

Table V 

Vibrothermal Peak Frequencies for Two Simulated Flaws in 
One Foot Square [04] Gl-Ep Panel 

Steady State 
Temperature 

Frequency Difference from 
Excitation Predicted Vibrothermal Far Field 

Mode No. kHz Peaks 0 AGA 

1 11.5-11.7 10.11 1 
2 19.5-20.0 13.15 0.2 
3 27.5-28.0 26.30 0.5 

1 6.2- 6.3 10.09 2.0 
2 10.9-11.1 11.2-12.4 0.4 
3 14.5-14.7 14.5 0.6 
4 17.8-18.3 16.0 0.8 
5 19.1-19.4 17.23 0.6 
6 24.7-25.3 23.25 0.4 

26.16 0.6 

0 u 
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C-scan. The two frequencies predicted in each row are for the 

boundary either simply supported or clamped. The term vibrothermal 

peaks here refers to the frequency which produced the highest steady 

state temperature difference between the center of a defect and the 

region away from the flaw. This usually was a frequency band bounded 

by low and high frequencies which caused a cooling from the maximum 

temperature. These "drop-off" frequencies were then averaged to 

yield~ for simplicity, a single number as the vibrothermal peak. 

There appears to be little correlation between the predicted 

results based on the local resonance model and the observed results 

for the smaller flaw. The larger flaw predictions may correspond at 

the 11.2, 14.5, and 17.23 kHz frequencies. The response spectra at a 

number of plate locations may be helpful in explaining these results. 

Figures 28 and 29 are the response spectrum of the panel at a 

corner using the Fotonic sensor and the frequency sweeping tech-

nique. Figures 30 and 31 compose the spectrum taken at an undamaged 

location which has reflection symmetry about the plate center with the 

region having the small flaw. Both spectra show strong response to 

excitation frequencies around 10 kHz. Figure 32 is a spectrum of an 

undamaged location which has reflection symmetry about the plate 

center with the region of the large flaw. Hence, this location is 

below the small flaw quadrant. This spectrum again had a strong 

response at 10 kHz but also has a response peak at 12 kHz. The dis-

placement responses at the higher frequencies, Figs. 28 and 30, fail 

completely to explain any of the vibrothermal peaks observed at 
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Figure 32. Frequency response spectrum of undamaged region at a location having point symmetry 
about the plate center to the point having the larger flaw (Fotonic sensor). 
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frequencies from 19 to 25.2 kHz. The five figures, 28-32, represent 

the displacement versus frequency of excitation for three different 

locations. The response functions were obtained for six other 

locations around the panel not on top of the flaw. This additional 

data failed to yield any additional information helpful in explaining 

the problem other than already presented in the previous figures. 

Hence, neither the local nor structural resonance models explains 

completely the observations of the vibrothermal activity of this 

panel. However, at particular frequencies one or the other model 

appears to explain the observed behavior. For example, at 10 kHz the 

structural resonance model seems to be dominant and even observable in 

the two vertical columns of hot spots in Fig. 27. The local resonance 

model seems valid at the 11 and 14.5 kHz vibrotherrnal peaks for the 

large flaw. However many of the vibrothermal peaks observed in this 

panel do not occur at frequencies predicted by either model. 

4.1.3 Fabricated Fiaw with Strain Gage Heat Source 

Two 3/8 in. {0.93 cm) square strain gages were fabricated into a 

1 in. (2.54 cm) wide, 8 in. (20.3 cm) long, [04) E-glass epoxy coupon 

to form a flaw 3/4 in. x 3/8 in. {1.905 cm x 0.953 cm) in size. This 

type of flaw was presented in section 3.11 and illustrated in Fig. 

6. Either the gages were powered electrically or heat was produced 

due to mechanical excitation of the base of the coupon. In Figo 33, 

the coupon was being vibrated at 16.7 kHz, and in Fig. 34 the gages 

were being powered by 0.07 watts of electrical power. The power input 

to the shaker for mechanical excitation was approximately 100 watts. 
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Figure 33. Vibrothermogram of a [04] Gl-Ep coupon with a simulated 
delamination containing strain gages, excited mechanically 
at 16.7 kHz (1° AGA per color). 
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Figure 34. Thermogram of a [04] Gl-Ep coupon shown in Fig. 33 with 
the strain gages electrically powered by 0.07 watts 
(1° AGA per color). 
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In both of the figures the temperature scale was 10° AGA and the 

center of the flaw is approximately the same temperature. While this 

experiment did not establish an exact amount of power dissipated by a 

flaw during vibrothermographic inspection, it did illustrate the order 

of the magnitude of this power dissipation. 

4.2 Impact Damaged Cross-Ply Graphite Epoxy Panels 

4.2.1 [0,90Js 15 in. (38.1 cm) Square Panel 

Figure 35 is an ultrasonic C-scan of the entire panel with poor 

ultrasonic transmission indicated in white. The angle shaped region 

is a reference mark made by placing an allen wrench on the panel 

during the C-scan. The peanut-shaped region in the lower right quad-

rant marked with an "a" is the result of the 66.6 g sphere impact. 

The regions marked with a "b" and "c" are the 26.6 g and the 8.4 g 

sphere impact damage zones, respectively. Figures 36, 37, and 38 show 

these regions of damage actual size with the impact damage graphically 

enhanced. 

The impact caused delamination between the 0° and 90° ply on the 

side of the panel opposite the impact, as shown by replicas (A) and 

maps of damage (B), magnified 51 times, of sections through the 66.6 g 

and 16.6 g steel sphere impacted regions, Figs. 39 and 40, respec-

tively. In these edge replicas, the side of the panel impacted is on 

the bottom. The region of the 8.4 g sphere impact was not sectioned 

since the saw kerf is on the same order of size as the damage. 

The vibrothermograrn of the quadrant impacted by the 66.7 g steel 

sphere dropped from a height of 14 ft. l in. (4.29 rn) is shown as 



Figure 35. 
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Ultrasonic C-scan of [0,90] Gr-Ep 15 in. (38.l cm) square 
panel (6616, 16.6, and 8.4 ~ steel spheres impact regions 
indicated by 11 a, 11 "b," and "c, 11 respectively). 
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Figure 37. 

98 

Actual size ultrasonic C-scan of region impacted by 16.6 g 
sphere (4 ply Gr- Ep panel, damage zone graphically 
enhanced). 
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Figure 38. Actual size ultrasonic C-scan of reg ion impacted by 8.4 g 
sphere (4 ply panel, damage zone graphically enhanced). 
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Edge replica (A) and a map of the cracks (B) of section through 66.6 g sphere 
impact region of 4 ply panel (bottom side impacted). 
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Fi9ure 40. Edge replica (A) and a map of the cracks (B) of a section through the 16.6 g sphere 
impact region of 4 ply panel (bottom side impacted). 
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Fig. 41. The excitation frequency was 10.09 kHz and the thermal scale 

was 2° AGA. The temperature rise in the center of the impact region, 

shown as rings of color, was 1.2° AGA over the far field temperature 

indicated by a light yellow. The regions impacted with the 16.7 g and 

8.4 g spheres were not detected by vibrothermography. 

Figures 42 and 43 were spectra obtained by using the sweep oscil-

lator and the Fotonic sensor by a technique described in section 

3.3. The former (Fig. 42} was obtained directly over the area of the 

66.7 g impact. The latter was obtained over a point in an undamaged 

quadrant of the panel which was symmetric to the damaged region by 

reflection through the panel center. These two spectra were nearly 

the same. It should be emphasized that the peak frequency is the same 

in these two spectra and also the same as the frequency which caused 

heating of the 66.7 g sphere impact area. Hence apparently a struc-

tural resonance is controlling the vibrothermal heating of the impact 

damaged regions in this panel. 

4.2.2 No. 1, [0,90,0,90]s, 15 in. (38.1 cm} Square Panel 

The ultrasonic C-scan of the entire panel with the regions of the 

66.6, 16.6, and 8.4 g sphere impacts marked with an "a," "b," and "c," 

respectively, is shown in Fig. 44. These regions of damage are shown 

actual size and graphically enhanced, as Figs. 45, 46, and 47, respec-

tively. Sections through the damaged regions caused by the impact of 

the 66.6 and 16.6 g steel spheres are shown as edge replicas in Figs. 

48 and 49, respectively. In both of these figures the bottom of the 

panel is the side impacted and the magnification factor was 51. The 



Figure 41. 
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Vibrothermogram of the portion of [0,90] graphite epoxy 
panel impacted by the 66.6 g steel spher~ 10.09 kHz 
excitation frequency. (0.2° AGA per color). 
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Figure 42. Frequency response spectrum at a point directly over the region impacted by the 66.6 g 
steel sphere (4 ply Gr-Ep panel). 
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Figure 43. Frequency response spectrum at an undamaged region of the panel (4 ply Gr-Ep panel). 
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Figure 44. Ultrasonic C-scan of entire [0,90,0,90]s graphite epoxy 
panel {66.6, 16.6, and 8.4 g steel sphere impact regions 
indicated by "a," "b, 11 and "c, 11 respectively). 
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Figure 45. Actual size ultrasonic C-scan of the 66.6 g stee l sphere 
impact region (8 ply panel). 
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Actual size ultrasonic C-scan of the 16.6 g steel sphere 
impact region (8 ply panel). 
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Figure 47. Actual size ultrasonic C-scan of the 8.4 g steel sphere 
impact region (8 ply panel). 
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Edge replica (A) and a map of the cracks (B) of a section through 66.6 g steel sphere 
impact region of 8 ply panel (bottom side impacted). 
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Figure 49. 
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Edge replica (A) and a map of the cracks (B) of a section through the 16.6 g steel 
sphere impact region of 8 ply panel (bottom side impacted). 
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damage caused by the impact of the 66.6 g sphere consists of delamina-

tions between the 0° and 90° plies and matrix cracking across the 90° 

plies which links the delaminations. The damage in Fig. 49, due to 

the impact of the 16.6 g sphere, is a single delamination between the 

sixth and seventh plies counting from the impacted surface on the 

bottom. The damage due to the impact of the 8.4 g sphere is the same 

magnitude of size as the saw kerf, and hence the panel was not 

sectioned at that location. 

The thermogram, shown in Fig. 50, covered approximately half the 

area of the panel including the regions of the 66.7 g and the 16.7 g 

sphere impacts. The excitation frequency was 10.3 kHz. The large 

impact zone was the dot of colors on the left, half way up the photo-

graph. The region impacted by the 16.7 sphere was approximately in 

the same position on the right, seen as a spot of blue and very slight 

green. The large impact zone had vibrothermal peaks at 10.2, 22.7, 

24.5, and 26.2 kHz. The 16.7 g impacted area heated only slightly at 

10.3 and 24.7 kHz. Again the 8.4 g sphere impacted area was not 

detected by vibrothermographic inspection. 

The spectra obtained by sweeping the frequency band and placing 

the Fotonic sensor in an undamaged region (which had point symmetry 

through the center hole to the large impact zone and hence was close 

to the site impacted by the 16.5 g sphere) is shmvn in Fig. 51. A. 

similar spectra obtained at a location with reflection symmetry 

through the norizontal center line to the region impacted by the 66.6 

g sphere is presented as Fig. 52. The displacement maxima at this 
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, . 

Figure 50. Vibrothermogram of one-half of [0,90,0,90]
5 

Gr-Ep panel. 
(66.6 g sphere impact region in the right middle, red and 
yellow dot; 10.3 kHz excitation frequency, 0.2° AGA per 
color). 
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Ffoure 51. Frequency response spectrum at an undamaged location (8 ply panel). 
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Figure 52. Frequency response spectrum at an undamaged location (8 ply panel). 
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position are at 10.0 and 25.12 kHz or at frequencies very close to the 

frequencies which caused strong heating. 

Several modifications were made to the shaker-plate system in an 

effort to change the response of the panel. If changing the response 

of the panel changes the vibrothermal peaks, the thermal activity 

could not be due to a local resonance. First the panel had 1/2 in. 

trimmed off all edges, so that it was 14 in. (35.6 cm) square. The 

vibrothermal peak for the 66.6 g impact area occurred at 10.3, 24.5 

and 27 kHz. Next, an additional 1 in. was cut from all edges so that 

the panel dimensions were 12 in. (30.48 cm) square. The vibrothermal 

peaks for the 66.6 g impact area occurred at 24.6 and 28 kHz. Hence 

only the peak at 24.5 kHz 1'/as not changed by altering the panels' 

dimensions. In all of these tests, the plate was attached to the 

shaker with a 3/8-24 socket head bolt and an aluminum washer through a 

3/8 in. (0.953 cm) through hole in the center of the plate. The total 

mass of this bolt and washer was 14.4 g. A slightly longer bolt and 

two aluminum washers, the total mass being 17.7 g, were substituted 

for the short bolt and the single washer. The vibrothermal peak 

around 24.5 kHz then shifted to a frequency of 24.1 kHz. Apparently 

all of the heating in this panel was strongly dependent on the panel's 

dimensions or in the case of the 24.5 kHz peak, the mass attached to 

the shaker. In all of the tests on this panel, the degree of heating 

at the peak has not been specified because the amplifier was damaged 

and hence operation was at reduced and different levels. Hence a com-

parison of temperatures of the flaws above the far field with earlier 
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tests was not possible. However, the size of the panel and the mass 

attached to the shaker strongly influence the vibrothermal test. 

These results support a structural resonance model of this panel. 

4.2.3 [02,902,02,902Js 15 in. (38.1 cm) Square Panel 

Figures 53, 54, 55, and 56 are ultrasonic C-scans of the entire 

panel; and actual size C-scans of the area of the 66.6, 16.6, and 8.4 

g sphere impact zones, respectively. In Fig. 53 the regions are 

marked with an "a, 11 "b, 11 and 11 c 11 for the zones of the impact of the 

66.6, 16.6, and 8.4 g sphere impact damage, respectively. In the last 

figure in this series, the damaged area is graphically enhanced. 

Figures 57 and 58 are edge replicas (A) and maps of the damage (B) of 

sections through the center of the damage caused by the 66.6 and 16.6 

g steel sphere impact respectively. The impacted sides in both 

figures are on the bottom and the magnification factor was 23. Both 

these figures show nearly identical damage. The major difference is 

the size of the delaminations and the extent of the transverse 

cracking in the go 0 plies. The damage primarily consists of delamina-

tions between the 0° and go 0 plies. Many transverse cracks exist in a 

somewhat regular pattern in the 90° plies. Comparing this damage to 

the damage from the same impact loadings on an eight-ply thick cross-

ply laminate, Figs. 48 and 49, shows a similar but less severe damage 

state. Also in the eight-ply laminate, fewer transverse cracks in the 

go0 ply than in the thicker laminate. Apparently doubling the thick-

ness of each ply of a laminate may reduce the ability of the laminate 
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-.11 I 

Figure 53. Ultrasonic C-scan of the entire [o2,9o2,o2,9o2Js Gr-Ep 
panel (66.6, 16.6, and 8.4 g steel sphere impact regions 
indicated with "a," "b, 11 and "c, 11 respectively). 
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Figure 54. Actual size ultrasonic C-scan of 66.6 g steel sphere impact 
region (16 ply panel). 
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Figure 55 . Actual size ultrasonic C-scan of 16.6 g steel sphere impact 
region (16 ply panel). 
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Figure 56. Actual size ultrasonic C-scan of 8.4 g steel sphere impact 
region (graphically enhanced, 16 ply panel ) . 
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Fi9ure 58. Edge replica 
impact re~Ji on 

B 
(A) and a map of the cracks (B) of a section through 16.6 g steel 
(bottom side impacted, 16 ply panel). 
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to withstand impact loads. Because of the small size of the damage 

caused by the 8.4 g steel sphere, this region was not sectioned. 

Figure 59 is a vibrothermogram of approximately three-quarters of 

the panel with an excitation frequency of 25.2 kHz. The rings of 

color in the right lower corner is the region of the impact of the 

66.6 g sphere impact, and the temperature scale was 5° AGA. Figures 

60 and 61 present the frequencies of a peak temperature for this 

impact zone as bars on a frequency scale. The height of the bars rep-

resents the steady state temperature rise over the far field tempera-

ture. In addition to the bars shown in Figs. 60 and 61, an excitation 

frequency of 27.2 kHz caused this flaw to heat to 2° AGA over the tem-

perature surrounding the flaw. These bar graphs will later be com-

pared with the frequency response spectrum of the plate at several 

locations. 

Vibrothermograms of the quadrant containing the 16.6 g sphere 

impact are shown in Figs. 62 and 63 at excitation frequencies of 9.94 

and 24.3 kHz, respectively, with a 2° AGA temperature scale. In the 

former case, the region of impact damage is in blue and purple in the 

center. Notice the hot spots on both visible edges of the panel. The 

white region in the lower left of Fig. 62 and lower right of Fig. 63 

is due to conduction of heat from the shaker. In the latter figure, 

the impact zone is encircled by the rings of color in the center of 

the figure, with a temperature rise above its surroundings of 1.2° 

AGA. The 16 g impact zone heats only in the neighborhood of the above 
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Figure 59. Vibrothermogram of [o2,9o2,o2,9o2J5 Gr-Ep panel. 66.6 g 
steel sphere impact zone 1n Tower right of figure. (27.2 
kHz excitation frequency, 0.5° AGA per color). 
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Figure 60. Frequencies of peak heating and temperature difference between the flaw and far field 
for 66.6 g steel sphere impact zone (16 ply panel). 
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Figure 61. Frequencies of peak heating and temperature difference between the flaw and far field 
for 66.6 g steel sphere impact zone (16 ply panel). 
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Figure 62. Vibrothermogram of quadrant containing the 16.6 g steel 
sphere impact region in the 16 ply panel. Impact produced 
flaw is in center of colored zone (9.4 kHz excitation fre-
quency, 0.2° AGA per color). 
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Figure 63. Vibrothermogram of quadrant containing the 16.6 g steel 
sphere impact region in the 16 ply panel. Impact produced 
flaw is in center of colored zone (24.3 kHz excitation fre-
quency, 0.2° AGA per color). 
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two frequencies, and the damage caused by the impact of the 8.4 g 

steel sphere is not detectable with vibrothermography. 

Figures 64 and 65 compose the displacement response spectra 

observed over the 66.6 g impact region using the Fotonic sensor and 

sweeping through the frequency band. The vibrothermal peaks of the 

66.6 g sphere impact region from Figs. 60 and 61 are superimposed as 

the dotted lines. Most of the vibrothermal peaks correspond to peaks 

in the displacement spectrum, however, a few do not. This may be 

because the point where this spectrum was taken is a node at certain 

frequencies. Figures 66, 67, and 68 are displacement spectra taken 

from directly below the 66.6 g impact area on the edge of the panel, 

at an undamaged location which had reflection symmetry through the 

plate center with the 66.6 g impact area, and at an undamaged location 

which had reflection symmetry through the plate horizontal centerline 

with the 16.6 g impact area, respectively. The superimposed vibro-

thermal peaks are shown by the dotted lines with the temperature dif-

ference from an undamaged location indicated by the height of these 

dotted lines on the right vertical scale. All these vibrothermal 

peaks correspond to displacement peaks in at least one of these 

spectra except the last three peaks, at 13.8, 16.4, and 18.7 kHz of 

Fig. 60. 

The panel was trimmed to 11 in. (27.94 cm) by cutting 2 in. off 

each edge and two additional holes were drilled 1.5 in. off center in 

the plate. This modification should cause a change in the resonant 

frequencies and the three holes allows the plate to be excited at 
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Figure 64. Frequency response spectrum at 66.6 g steel sphere impact region with the vibrothermal 
peaks superimposed (16 ply panel). 
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Figure 65. Frequency response spectrum at 66.6 g steel sphere impact region with the vibrothermal 
peaks superimposed {16 ply panel). 
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Figure 66. Frequency response spectrum at an edge of the panel with vibrothermal peaks super-
imposed (16 ply panel). 
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Figure 67. Frequency response spectrum of an undamaged point with reflection symmetry through 
the panel center with the 66.6 g sphere impact area with the vibrothermal peaks super-
imposed (16 ply panel). 
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Figure 68. Frequency response spectrum of an undamaged point w1th reflection symmetry through 
the horizontal center line with the 16.6 g sphere impact area with the vibrothermal 
peak superimposed (16 ply panel). 
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different locations. When excited in the center hole with this new 

configuration the peak heating for 66.6 g impact damaged region 

occurred at 25.5 kHz. When excited by the shaker at the hole furthest 

or closest from this region the peak heating occurred at 26.5 kHz. 

Apparently changes in the geometry were affecting strongly the vibro-

thermal peak frequencies for the impact damage. Further tests to 

determine the influence of the geometric effects on the vibrothermal 

peaks at lower frequencies were prevented by failure of the 

amplifier. However the structural resonance model seemed to be domi-

nating the vibrothermographic test on this panel. As was discussed in 

the introduction, if a resonance of the part or structure were con-

trolling the vibrothermal peak frequencies the location of the flaw 

would be relevant in determination of these frequencies. 

4.3 Gate Rotor Seal 

In this section the vibrothermograms, an X-ray radiograph, and an 

ultrasonic C-scan of the gate rotor will be presented. The thermo-

grams presented view the same side of the seal as shown in Fig. 8. In 

the figures the teeth will be numbered counter-clockwise if only a 

portion of the seal is viewed. If the entire seal is in the figure 

then the top-most tooth will be numbered as the point of reference. 

The damage to the seal, as was observed optically, was mapped and the 

teeth were numbered for reference in Fig. 8e 

The vibrothermograms of the entire seal, with tooth No. 1 at the 

top are shown in Figs. 69, 70, and 71 with excitation frequencies of 

13, 18,'and 27 kHz and temperature scales of 5, 20, and 10° AGA, 
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Figure 69. Vibrotherrnogram of gate rotor with tooth No. 1 at top 
(13 kHz excitation frequency, o.5° AGA per color) . 
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Figure 70. Vibrothermogram of gate rotor with tooth No. 1 at top 
(la kHz excitation frequency, 2.0° AGA per color). 
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Figure 71. Vibrothermogram of gate rotor with tooth No. 1 at top 
(27 kHz excitation frequency, 1.0° AGA per color). 
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respectively. Notice that in Fig. 69, the regions on the right of 

tooth No. 1 and the middle upper portion of tooth Mo. 8 are hot 

regions. In Fig. 70 the region on the right, close to the body of the 

seal is heating. The same region is heating in Fig. 71 as well as the 

corner tip of teeth Nos. 7 and 8. All of these sighted regions are 

marked in Fig. 8 as defective zones. However, in Fig. 69, the central 

body, or ring, has seven regularly spaced hot spots along a circumfe-

rence line. These zones are not indicated as defective regions in 

Fig. 8 and probably are due to a structural resonance. This point 

will be examined later. 

Figures 72 and 73 are therrnograms of quadrant I, i.e., teeth Nos. 

1, 2, 3, and 4, at excitation frequencies of 13.2 and 19.8 kHz, 

respectively, with a temperature scale of 5° AGA for both. In fig. 72 

regions on the lower right of teeth 1 and 2 are thermally active. 

These regions correspond to a delamination and some surface damage. 

The left tip of tooth 2, a delamination, is heating in Fig. 73. Also, 

the regions around the intersection of the bevels of the teeth and the 

central body are active. At this intersection, a semicircular radius 

exists. This radius apparently acts as a stress raiser and causes a 

hot spot to form in this neighborhood. 

In Figs. 74 and 75, teeth Nos. 4, 5, 6, and part of 7 are 

viewed. The excitation frequencies were 13 and 26 kHz, respectively, 

and the thermal scale was 2° AGA. In both these thermograms the lower 

tip and the upper base of tooth No. 4 are active. In Fig. 75, the 

middle of tooth No. 5, in the top left hand side of the figure, is a 
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Figure 72. Vibrothermogram of quadrant I; teeth Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4; 
of gate rotor (13.2 kHz excitation frequency, 0.5° AGA 
per color). 
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Figure 73. Vibrothermogram of quadrant I; teeth Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4; 
of gate rotor (19.8 kHz excitation frequency, 0.5° AGA 
per color). 
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Figure 74. Vibrothermogram of teeth Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 of gate rotor 
(13 kHz excitation frequency, 0.2° AGA per color). 
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Figure 75. Vibrothermogram of teeth Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 of gate rotor 
(26 kHz excitation frequency,· 0.2° AGA per color). 
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hot spot. Again the roots of the teeth appeared as a hot zone due to 

the radius at this location. 

An ultrasonic C-scan made by scanning the seal twice, each time 

at a different trigger level, is shown in Fig. 76. Hence the region 

in white indicates the worst transmission, the light grey region indi-

cates poor transmission, and the dark grey indicates good transmission 

of ultrasonic energy. The C-scan is useful in evaluating only one-

hal f the width of each tooth because of the two 45° beveled edges on 

each side of the teeth. This beveled edge refracts and reflects the 

ultrasonic beam away from the transducer. Because of this effect, 

some interpretation is needed to gain useful information from this C-

scan. The observer needs to locate the line formed by the bevel where 

it intersects the top surface. This line can be located by passing a 

line between the outer tip of the bevel and the root of the radius 

where the body of the rotor meets the tooth. On the inside of this 

line the C-scan will provide valid data. Considering the top tooth, 

number 1, in the C-scan, note the one-half peanut-shaped white zone at 

the right base of the tooth. This region corresponds well with the 

visual observations shown in Fig. 8 and also the vibrothermographs in 

Figs. 69, 72, and 73. This technique, when used on tooth No. 5, shows 

a region approximately three-quarters out the length of the tooth 

which was not seen visually but was detected by thermography, Fig. 75. 

Figure 77 shows an X-ray radiograph of teeth Nos. 10, 9, 8, and 

7, oriented with the underside up. Any details of damage in the 

radiograph are difficult to detect. Again the bevelled edges 
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Figure 77. X-ray radiograph of teeth Nos. 10, 9, 8, and 7 of gate 
rotor. Bottom side is up and Zn-I enhanced. 
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interfere with the use of an evaluation technique. A zinc-iodide 

solution was used as an X-ray opaque penetrant-enhancement agent in 

this figure. Tetrabromoethane and gold chloride solutions were also 

used with similar results. Apparently the delaminations have closed 

preventing these penetrant solutions from entering the flawed 

regions. Because the flaws were created in-service in a complex 

mechanism, opening the cracks to the penetrant by applying a similar 

load was not possible. 

The intersection of the peaks in the thermal activity of the 

rotor for all the teeth occurred at frequencies of 10, 11.2, 13, 15.6, 

18, 20, 25.5, 26, and 27 kHz. The Fotonic sensor was used with the 

frequency sweeping technique to generate response spectra at a number 

of points on the seal. Two of these spectra are presented in Figs. 78 

and 79. The first of these spectra was taken on back of the edge of 

tooth No. 9, marked with an "a" in Fig. 8; the second spectrum was 

taken at the location on tooth No. 4 marked with a "b." Notice that 

there are peaks at 11, 13, and 18 kHz, and a small peak at slightly 

less than 10 kHz in Fig. 78. In Fig. 79 the major peak is at 13.2 

kHz, with a wide peak at 15.25 kHz. No spectra were found with a 

major peak at 20 kHz. The upper limit of the H.P. Signal Analyzer was 

25.2 kHz, hence nothing can be said about the higher frequency 

peaks. However, the thermal activity at the lower frequencies must be 

activated by structural resonances. Figure 69 provides visual 

evidence of a structural resonance at 13 kHz. In this thermogram of 

the rotor there are seven hot zones arranged radially on the body of 
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the rotor. Because of the regular spacing of these hot zones, a reso-

nance should be suspected. Figure 79, the spectra at 11 b, 11 confirmed 

that the rotor was resonating at 13 kHz. 

4.4 Summary 

4.4.1 Fabricated Flaws 

The tests of the two-ply glass epoxy coupons demonstrated that 

the local resonance model predicts the frequencies of vibrothermal 

peak in some cases. When these tests were extended to a four-ply 

panel, the local resonance model did not describe the observed 

behavior. Reviewing Table V, there is not a 13.15 kHz vibrothermal 

peak for the larger flaw as there was for the smaller flaw. The 

larger flaw also has peaks in frequency ranges where the small flaw 

was thermally inactive. For structural resonances to be totally 

responsible, these two flaws should be excited by the same frequen-

cies, since they were in geometrically similar positions, and hence 

undergoing similar motion. Therefore neither the structural nor local 

resonance models completely describes the behavior of these two flaws 

in the four-ply glass epoxy panel. 

The specimen containing the strain gages fabricated into a simu-

1 ated delamination allowed the determination of an estimate of the 

power converted to heat by a flaw during vibrothermographic inspec-

tion. When the ultrasonic shaker was dissipating approximately 100 

watts, the simulated flaw dissipated on the order of 0.07 watts. 

Since the order of magnitude of the power input to the shaker compared 
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to the amount dissipated by a flaw is so great, clearly improvements 

in the efficiency of the vibrothermography test technique can be made. 

Comparing Figs. 33 and 34, the region of the surface is much 

larger when the flaw is excited mechanically than when the strain 

gages were powered. Hence some heat generation must be occurring 

outside the flawed area. The mechanisms for this heating are probably 

viscoelastic dissipation coupled to a stress raiser effect of the 

del aminati on. 

The tests on the two-ply glass epoxy coupons with the PVDF 

sensors determined that the two outer surfaces of this simulated dela-

rnination were undergoing a resonance and were moving almost in 

phase. In-phase motion is used here to indicate that the region is 

moving as if the delarnination did not exist, hence both sides of the 

delamination move together. According to elementary beam theory, 

shear stress due to bending is a maximum at the center of the thick-

ness. Also, since the motion is not completely in phase, the inside 

surfaces could be both colliding and rubbing. Hence the motion of the 

inside surfaces which probably is responsible for the heating of the 

center of the delaminations has not been determined, definitely, but 

probably is a combination of sliding and impacting. 

4.4.2 Impact Damaged Panels 

ihe damage to the graphite epoxy paneis caused by impact is a 

complex configuration of delarnination and transverse cracking. The 

worst damage seems to be in the plies furthest away from the impact. 
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No local resonance model was developed for this impact damage. 

However, tests with the Fotonic sensor indicated the vibrothermal peak 

frequencies correspond almost entirely to peaks in the response 

spectrum of the panel and shaker system. Hence the vibrothermal acti-

vity is controlled by the structure and the exciting shaker. 

The temperature difference above the surrounding temperature for 

the impact site was related to the size of the damage. Below a 

certain size of damage, the heating was not detectable with the equip-

ment used in this study. However, detectable damage was quite easily 

found. Further work would be necessary to establish a quantitative 

relationship between the size of impact damage and the magnitude of 

heating. 

4.4~3 Gate Rotor Seal 

In comparing vibrothermography with X-ray radiography and C-

scanning of this part, vibrothermography was less limited by the 

complex geometry than the other techniques. X-ray radiography was 

limited because penetrants fail to enhance the damaged areas that 

either had closed or were not open to the surface in the beginning. 

To radiograph the body and the a~ea around the bevels, two different 

radiographs with different exposures must be taken. Ultrasonic C-

scans could not detect damage on the beveled teeth edges and hence 

could interrogate only one-half of each tooth. 

Based upon the response spectra taken from various points on the 

gate rotor, the vibrothermal peaks occur at frequencies corresponding 
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to a structural or shaker resonance. Hence, no local model ~as deve-

loped and tested on the gate rotor. 



5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Vibrothermography as a Nondestructive Test Technique 

Vibrothermography has many advantages over other nondestructive 

evaluation techniques. The thermographic methods are field techniques 

and hence can interrogate areas of a structural component or even 

large structures. Many of the more widely used NOT techniques, such 

as pulse-echo ultrasonics, eddy current, and stress wave factor tests, 

interrogate such small regions of material as to be practically point 

techniques on a relative scale. The investigator is then forced to 

perform many tests to evaluate an area of material, whereas 

vibrothermography can evaluate several square feet of some thin panels 

at once. 

The cost of the thermographic cameras may seem excessive at this 

time. However, this cost is decreasing. A few years ago a black and 

white video camera was nearly as expensive. The cost of that item has 

decreased until there is now a home or personal market for these 

products. Hence the cost of the thermographic camera may not be the 

limiting factor for the application of thermal techniques that it is 

presently. 

Relatively little preparation is needed for a vibrothermography 

test. A mechanical shaker, electrical driving equipment for the 

shaker, a device for attaching the shaker to the structure, and a 

temperature mapping sensor, such as liquid crystals or a scanning 

infrared camera, are needed to perform an inspection of a structure. 

155 
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All of this equipment is quite portable and easily operated. The 

attachment of the shaker to a structure is usually simple. It is even 

possible to attach the structure to the shaker with a vacuum 

attachment head, to the same side as viewed by the camera, such as 

used by Pye and Adams in attaching an electromagnetic shaker to a 

plate (Ref. 6). 

Vibrothermography cannot be classified as a general purpose 

nondestructive evaluation technique. It does, however, do quite well 

at locating delaminations in panels or plates as has been shown by 

example in this study. The impact damage to the panels of cross-ply 

graphite epoxy and the glass epoxy gate rotor were reliably located. 

The size of the impace damage was related to the maximum temperature 

observed during vibrothermographic inspection of the graphite epoxy 

panels. 

5.2 Frequency-Dependent Vibrothermography 

Two models for the frequency-dependent vibrothermographic 

behavior were proposed for delaminations in composite plates. The 

local resonance model postulated that the region of the flaw resonates 

independently of the panel geometry and is not influenced by the 

location of the flaw in the panel. This model was tested by 

predicting analytically the resonance frequencies of a plate the size 

of the delamination. Delaminations of this size and geometry were 

fabricated in two-ply coupons and a four-ply panel of glass epoxy. 

The frequencies which caused peak temperatures of these flaws were 
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obtained experimentally and compared to the predictions. Only in the 

case of the two-ply coupons was there a correspondence between the 

experiment and the predictions. 

In the second model, or structural resonance model, the flaw is 

assumed to dissipate strain energy independently of the frequency of 

the excitation. The frequency dependence of the vibrothermal 

inspections is assumed to be caused by resonances of the panel or 

structure. That is, the stress amplitude in the neighborhood of the 

flaw is frequency-dependent due to the frequency-dependence of the 

resonance of the structure. During a structural resonance, a flawed 

region may or may not be thermally active depending on the location of 

the flaw in the structure. The standing waves or mode shapes in the 

structure determine where the strain energy is distrubuted and hence 

determines if a flaw in a certain location will heat to a temperature 

detectable by the thermal camera. Hence for this model, there. is a 

spatial-frequency-dependence of the vibrotherrnographic results. To 

experimentally identify structural resonances, the frequency response 

spectrum was obtained at a number of points on the impact damaged 

graphite epoxy panels and the gate rotor seal during vibrothermal 

inspection of these parts. The frequencies which caused detectable 

heating of the flaw in these parts corresponded to peaks in the 

displacement-frequency spectra. Hence the vibrational resonances of 

these parts appeared to be responsible for the frequency-dependence of 

the impact damaged panels and the gate rotor. When a different 

location of shaker attachment was used for the 16-ply panel, the 
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frequencies responsible for the damage being thermally active, 

changed. Hence the 16-ply panel exhibited a spatial-frequency-

dependence as expected if a structural resonance were controlling the 

vibrothermal activity. 

The experiments conducted in this study showed the frequency-

dependence of vibrothermography to be caused usually by the dynamic 

response of the structure. A resonance of the local flaw was shown to 

be possibie in some cases. However for the real damage (as opposed to 

the manufactured, or simulated, damage) investigated in this study, 

structural resonances determined the frequencies responsible for the 

vibrothermal activity. 

5.3 Suggested Research 

This study suggests several areas of research which could advance 

vibrothermography as a nondestructive technique. The results of the 

experiments on impact damaged panels indicate a relationship between 

the maximum temperature obtained at a flaw and the extent of the 

damage. Too few tests were performed to express a relationship 

explicitly. ~ empirical relationship might be developed between the 

energy absorbed, the crack density, the size of the damaged region, or 

some other parameter of the impact test and the temperature at the 

damage site during a vibrothermographic inspection. This would 

require more experiments to be performed since, in this study, only 

two data points per laminate, the 16.6 g and the 66.6 g steel sphere 

impact regions were obtained. 
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If the vibrothermographic data obtained at a certain frequency 

excitation initially could be subtracted from vibrothermographic test 

data after some service of use of the part, it might be possible to 

enhance the temperature field due to new damage. Also, by this 

process, false indications due to standing waves could be subtracted 

from the test data. In order to perform this operation the 

information from the thermal camera would have to be processed by a 

digital computer. 

The prediction of the vibratory motion of plates or structures by 

the finite element method for higher modes, not neglecting rotary 

inertia, transverse shear, or atmospheric effects, would be useful in 

interpreting the results of vibrothermographic tests. With the 

predicted stress field generated from the vibration probiem, the heat 

pattern might be normalized by dividing the temperature at each point 

by some sum of the stress at that point. This process should 

highlight stress concentrators and dampen hot spots due to standing 

waves in the structure. Hence the processed temperature field might 

be transformed until it is related only to local properties and is 

completely independent of the size and geometry of the structure. 
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Appendix A: Modal .Analysis of a Forced Plate 

Inserting the proposed solution, Eqn. 19, into the governing 

equation, 15, yields 

L[v(s,n,t)] + M(x) v(s,n,t) = -e{s,t) L[g(s,n)] 

-M(s,n) e(s,t) g(s,n) - g(s,n) L [e(s,t)] (A-1) 

.. 
-f(s,t) L [h(n)] - M(s,n) f(s,t) h{s,n) 

- h(s,n) L [f(s,t)], 

where the dots denote differentiation with respect to time. But we 

have chosen, 

g ( s ,n) = 1. (A-2) 

So 
.. 

L [v(s,n)] + M{s,n) v(s,n) = L [e(s,t) + h(n) f(s,t)] 

.. .. 
+ M(s,n) {e(s,t) + h(n) f(s,t)} (A-3) 

Using the expansion theorem we seek a solution composed of the normal 

modes vk(s,n) multiplied by the generalized, time-dependent, coordi-

nated 11k (t), that is 

where vk satisfies the free vibration problem or, 

L [v(s,n)] - J M(s,n) v(s,n) = 0 

with boundary conditions 

v(s n)·I = 0 
' 1 boundary 
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(A-4) 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 



and 

for case 1, and 
ov ( s ,n) I _ 

en bouRdary 

for case 2. 

Introducing (A-4) into (A-3) yields 

Cl> 
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l {TJk(t) L [vk(s,n)] + M(s,n) vk(s,n) ~k(t)} = 
k=l 

L [e(s,t) + H(n) f(s,t)] 

+ M(s,n) {;(s,t) + H(n) f(s,t)}. 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 

Now multiplying by vj(s,n) and integrating over the domain yields 

(A-10) 

where Nj is defined by Eqn. 31 or 

Nj(t) = - J0{L [e(s,t) + h(n) f(s,t)] 

2 
+ M(s,n) 2....2[e(s,t) + h(n) f(s,t)]} v.(s,n) dD. 

ot J 
(A-11) 
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The differential operator L for freely vibrating plates is self-

adjoint and the normal modes can be normalized so that 

f0M{s,n) vk(s,n) vj(s,n) dD = okj 

and also 
2 f 0w / s ,n) L [wk ( s ,n) J dO = w okj, 

where w is the frequency parameter. 

So using (A-12) and (A-13), A-10 becomes 

(A-12) 

(A-13) 

(A-14) 

For this set of uncoupled ordinary differential equations, the solu-

ti on is 

(A-15) 

Equation 30 of the text is the same as (A-15) if the initial condi-

tions are chosen for the plate at rest. 
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Appendix B: Rayleigh-Ritz Approximation to the Free Vibration 
Motion of an Orthotropic Rectangular Plate 

For free vibration of a rectangular orthotropic plate with 016 

and 026 being zero after inserting the Ritz functions, the governing 

equation is 

for i = 1,2, ••• ,m and j = 1,2, •••• ,n (B-1) 

The primes and dots indicate differentiation with respect to x and y, 

respectively. The boundary of the plate is defined by x=O and a, and 

y=O and b. 

As stated in Chapter 2, the parameter D is defined as 

h/2 2 
Di J. = f 0 . . ( z ) z dz , 

-h/2 1 J 
(B-2) 
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where h is the thickness of the plate and, for a single ply of 

specially orthotropic material, 

that is, 

a 
x 

!J 
y 

1-v v 1-v v 
12 21 12 21 

v E 
12 22 

E 
22 

0 e: 
y 

0 e: 
1-v v 

12 21 
1-v v y 

12 21 
0 0 G 

12 

{B-3) 

{B-4) 

Considering the two cases, simply supported or clamped perimeter, 

the beam free vibration solutions are chosen with the appropriate end 

conditions as the Ritz functions. 

Thus 
,,I>,,,,_,,.,,, 

~4 <Pk - <Pk = 0 k {B-5) 

and 
IV a4 e = 0 e -J. _'/.. J. ' (B-6) 

with boundary con di ti on s 

\ = ¢k = O at x = O, a (B-7) 

and 

e1 = el = o at x = O,b. (B-8) 

For case 1, the perimeter is simply supported, i.e., 

qik = <Pk = O at x=O,a (B-9) 

and for case 2, when the perimeter is clamped, 



el= el= 0 at x = O,b. 

For case 1 
bt 

~k=a k=1,2, •••• 

and 
J.'lt al =a k = 1,2, •••• 
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For case 2, Bk and cxi are solutions to 

~os~ka] [coshBkaJ= 1 

and 

Hence <l>k and 

<!>k (x) = 
and 

ei are for case 1, 
I 

sin ~ 
a 

e.l(y) = sin ~: 

The Ritz functions for the clamped plate, case 2, are 

and 

(B-10) 

(B-11) 

{B-12) 

(B-13) 

(B-14) 

(B-15) 

(B-16) 

(B-17) 

(B-18) 

Some of the integrals in Eqn. B-1 can be simplified by inte-

grating by parts and then using the boundary conditions. In the fol-

lowing two integrals integration by parts is performed twice: 
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,.,, .,,.,, 
fa <!> <j>. dx = 

0 k 1 
{B-19) 

and 

(B-20) 

Then, using the boundary conditions and Eqns. B-4 and B-5, 

of 
,,,.,,,. .,#.,# 

= ~~ fa ' <I>; dx <l>k <P;dx 1 0 
(B-21) 

and 
rb e;. e.dy = Cl~ f e.R. ejdy. OJ J J 0 

(B-22) 

Also in a similar fashion 

or ,,. ,,. ,,. la a ,,. ,,. = - fa 
,,. ,. 

¢k <I>; dx = <Pk q,i o - of <Pk 4>; dx <Pk <1>.dx 0 . 1 
(B-23) 

and 

of 
.. • I b _ fb e e.dy - fb e J. ej dy • e 2 ejdy = e.R.ej = 

0 0 J. J 0 
(B-24) 

Using Eqnso B-20, B-21, B-22, and B-23, Eqn. B-1 becomes, 

for = 1,2 •••. ,m and j = 1,2, ••• ,n. (B-25) 
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The following parameters are now defined: 

(B-26) 

(B-27) 

(B-28) 

and 

-r: = a/b. {B-29) 

For unidirectional laminates, Qij is not a function of the through-

the-thickness direction so Eqn. B-2 becomes, 
h3 

Dij = O;j 12 
Hence, using this result Eqn. B-26 becomes 

{B-30) 

{B-31) 

Dividing by 022, Eqn. B-24 and using the above relationsfor K and T, 

B-24 becomes: 

for = 1,2, ••• ,m and j = 1,2, ••• ,n, (B-32) 

Rut 

(B-33) 
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Noting the symmetry of the compliance, and hence the stiffness matrix, 

v1l22 = v21E11" 

So, therefore, 

(B-34) 

(B-35) 

The system of equations for free vibration of is self adjoint, 

hence 

(B-36) 
and 

{B-37) 

Subtracting Eqn. B-36 from B-35, after multiplying Eqn. B-35 

by <I>; and Eqn. B-36 by <l>k and integrating from o to a, yields: 

;;;; 4 4 f ( 4>· d>. - <Pk <J>. ) ctx = ( ~k- ~. ) J i, <1>. dx. 0 , TK , , 0 K , (B-38) 

But because of Eqn. 8-19, 

a ,,,,,,..,.,,,,. _ a .,,.,,,,. '"' _ a ,,..,,,, f <1>. <Pk dx - J <!>. <Pk dx - J <!>. <bkdx. 0 1 0 1 0 1. 
(B-39) 

So 

(~4k- ~~) r ¢>k<j>.dx = o. 1 0 1 
(B-40) 

But if k=i, and hence the bracketed term is nonvanishing, then 

f dJ. <1>. dx = O. 
0 'k 1 

(B-41) 
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So 

,ad>. "'.dx = 6 fa"'2dx 
0 J 'I< "'1 ki 0 "'k ' 

where oki is one if k is equal to i but is zero otherwise. In a 

similar manner, 

The governing equation becomes, 

m n 
l l 
k=l J.=l 

for i = 1,2, ••• m and j = 1,2, ••• ,n, 

when Eqns. B-35, B-42, and B-43 are substituted into B-32. 

(B-42) 

(B-43) 

(B-44) 

A computer program was written to solve the eigenvalue problem 

defined by Eqn. 8-44. This program forms a matrix Mrs which is solved 

by an eigensolving routine, EIGRF, for the clamped boundary case. 

Each element of Mrs is defined by 

Mk o •• _,_, J 
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where r represents a reduced notation for each combination of kl, also 

s for a combination of kj. In the computer program the parameters one 

and two are defined as 

and 

and 

Al so 

and 

For case 1, the simply supported plate, 

= ki (re/a) 
sin(k-i)-2: x a 

2(k-i) 

(B-46) 

(B-47) 

(B-48) 

(B-49) 

(B-50) 

(B-51) 

(B-52) 
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0 f ~ dy = l/2 b. (B-53) 

And similarly for a. Hence, from Eqn. B-44 the solution for the 

simply supported case is 

(B-54) 

For any combination of k~ there is a solution K2 directly since 

if the problem is presented in matrix notation, the matrix is already 

diagonal. The computer code used to evaluate these eigenvalues for 

both cases follows. 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

RtCJANGULAR GRTHOTROPIC PLATE VldRATION 

THIS PROGRAM flNDS THE £1GfNVALUES FOR THE RAYLEIGH-RJJZ 
SOLUTION fOR CLA~PED-CLAMPEO S~MMfTRfC lAMINATfO PLATES 
OR SIMPLY SUPPORTED S~MMETRIC LA~INAJfO PLATES. 

IHPLICII REAL~8 (A-H 1 C-ll 
OJMENSION 815J.VECTORi253,AMATRXl25,2SJ,AA(5J1BB45),lDEX,25.2) 

&1AVE(50J,ZREAL(25J,AVECT(2,25),WK(25l,TSC5,5),JF2(5J,JPf2(5), 
&SIMP(25) 

INPUT THE DATA: 
T=E22/Ell,G=Gl2/E221TAU=A/81fR=Nfh12 

READ(5,•IT,G,TAUtfR 
PIE=DARCGS(-l.0+00) 
S=2.0•00*FR*l+l4.0+00*G*ll*(l.O+OO-FR*FR~TJ 
WRITE(6,*)l 1 G,TAU,FR 1 S 
N=5 
DO 1200 IK-'=l1N 

1200 d( UO=O. 0 
c 
C SUB~OUTINE dAJTA CALCULAJES THE CLAHPEO-CLAMPEO SEAM 
C EIGENVALUES f BETA 1 S) 
c 

CALL BATIA(8,N) 
c 
C CALCULATES THE COfff ICIENT Gf THE DlSPlACt~f~T FUNCIIONS 
C AA AND BB WHERE DISPLACEMENT F~NCilON !S AA(COSH,8fTA XJG 
C - COS(BETA X)) + 80(SlNHl6EJA X)-S!NlBETA X)) 



c 

c 

00 100 Hi=l ,N 
TEMP=B C IN l 
AACINl=DS!NHlTEMPl-OSINtTE~Pl 
BB(INl=OCOS(lfMP)-DCOSHlltMP) 

100 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATE THE lNffGkAl Of FIE PRIME I *f If PRIME J 
c 

NO=O 
DO 7000 l=l•t\ 
NO=NO+l 
DO 7000 J=ND,N 
CALL OffDIGCI.J1AA,ao,e.~1) 
TSCI,Jl=Rl 

·1000 TS ( J, O=H l 
c 
C CALCULATE THE INTEGRAL uf FIE**2 AND fIE PRIME I **2 
c 

oo aooo 1=1.N 
CALL KSQUAR(l,AA,BB,B,RINTlJ 
CALL KISI(J,AA,8B,B 1 RINf3) 
TF2lll=RINTl 

tiOOO TPF2(j)=RlNT3 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM SECTION FILLS UP Thf MATRIX. I ANO J DETERMINE 
C THE ROWS AND K AND l DETERMINE THE COLU~NS. 
c 

NNN=N*N 
t.L=O 
UC 1000 1=111\: 
DO 1000 J=l,N 



ll=ll+l 
fOEXill,1)=1 

1000 IOEX(Ll,2)=J 
00 3000 11=1 1 NNN 
!-IOEX(ll1U 
J=IDf:X(ll,2) 
!<=I 
l=J 
UNE=(6(1)/TAUl**4+8(J)**4*1 
TWO=S/ f AU/ I AU 
VECTCR(llJ=OSQRT(Tf2(K)*Tf2(L)) 
SIMP{111=DSQRTtONE+T~O*K•K*l*L*PlE*~~l 

JOOO AMATRX(ll1Ilt-=UNE+r~a•TPf2(1l*TPf2(J)/VECTOR(l11/VECTOR(ll) 
l\iNMl=NNN-l 
00 2000 11=1,NNMl 
KK=ll+l 
l""IDEXCII,U 
J=IOEX(l.112) 
00 2000 JJ=KK,NNN 
K=IDEX(JJ,ll 
L=IDEXIJJ,21 
RINT3=TS{K,IJ 
RINT4=1S(J,LJ 
AMATRX(IJ,JJJ=TWO*R1Nl3*RINJ4/VECTCR(JJ)/VECTCR(llJ 

200u AMATRX(JJ1IIJ=AMATRXill1JJJ 
CALL EIGRf(AMATRX1NNN,~NN101AVtCT,ZREAL1NNN1WK 1 1£R) 
IF(IER.NE.O)~RITE(6 1 5050)1ER 

50~0 FDRMATU// 1 WARNING--------JER VALUE Clf •,13,• IN SU8ROUIIN' 
l ,•E E.lGf.lf'l 

DO 5100 Lll=l,NNN 
If{DA6StAVECT(2,lllJ).LE.l.OD-25JGO TO 5100 
hRJTE(6,5060)llL,A~£CfClwllL),AvECT,2,Ltll 



5u~o fORMAT(//// 1 WARNiNG-----~---------EIGENVALUE NUHBER•.13. 
l 1 c•,2013.5,•) IS CL~PlEX') 

5100 C1JNJJNUE 
00 1100 ll=lrN~N 

C EK.::::OSQRT(AV£CT(l,ll)J 
EK=DSQRJ(uABS(AVECl(l,llJll 
l.liRITEl6,60)ll 1 EK 

60 FORMAT (' K(',12,')= ',020.12) 
1100 cor-.TINUE 

kR1TECb,6U 
61 FORMAT(' CLAMPEO CASE 1 ) 

DO 1102 K=l,6 
ALLOW=OSQRJ(AVECT(l,l)) 
J=l 
DO 1101 l=l,NNN 
TEMP=OSQRllA~ECJll1I)) 
lf(ALLOk.LT.TEMPJGC TC 1101 
ALl.OW;::JfMP 
J= 1 

1101 CLNTINUE 
~fUTE(6,62}AllCW 

o2 fDttMAT(3X,D20.12) 
AVECJ(l,J)=l.D+ll 

1102 CONTINUE 
~RITE(6,6J) 

63 fORMAT( 1 SI~PLY SUPPCRJED CASE 1 ) 

00 1103 K=l,6 
Allm~=SIMPU l 
J.::::1 
DO 1104 l=l1NNN 
T EHP=S IMP (I) 
lf(ALlO~.lT.TE«P)GL TO !104 



c 

All.OW= TEMP 
J=I 

1104 CONTINUE 
kHITE(6,62)AllC~ 
SIHP(J)=l.O+ll 

1103 CGNTINUE 
SlCP 
END 

C THIS SUURVUTlNE EVALUATES THE !NTEGUALS FOR THE TERM ONLY 
C lhVGLVING THE OIAGCNAL. 
c 

SUBROUTINE KSQUAR(K,AA,B8,6,ANS2J 
LMPll~IT REAL~B(A-H,G-l) 

DIMENSION AA(5),86{5),8{5l 
AT=AA(K) 
u f=88 (j() 
HK.=i3 U<.) 
SINHK=DSlf\JH(CK) 
S lhK=DSHd BKJ 
COSK=OCOS(BKJ 
CLJ SHK==OCu $11 (BK J 
16.1=2.D+OO*BK 
SIN2K=DSllHTSIJ 
SH2K=OSlf\tH lBI J 
Cli2K=DCOSH H Bl• 
COS2K=OCOS(TBJ) 
ANS2={(AT*AT•BT*liT)*(SH2KJ~.D+OO-CUSHK•SJNKJ+(Al*AT-Bl*8TJ~(SlN2K/ 

~'t• Oi-00-SIM-lK*COSKJ +2. C+OO*Al*Bl * { CH2KJ't.U+OO-CCS2K/4.0+00-SINHK•S1 
&i\KJJ/8Ki·AT*A 1 

RETURN 
END 



c 
C CALCULATE CLAMPEO-CLA~PEO dEAM EIGENVALUES 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBRCUTI~E BAJIA&BETA 1 J) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 lA-H,t-ll 
DIMENSIUN 6flA(5J 
K=l 
lH= .. l 
DEL= .. l 

4 Rl=DCOSHUJH~DCOS( lHJ-1. 
1 TH=TH+DEL 

R2=DCOSH(THJ*OCOS(JH)-l. 
lf(DEL.LI.1.co-10) G~ IC 2 
lf ((R2*R!J.LT.o.o~ GO 10 3 
Rl=R2 
GCJ TO 1 

3 11-l=lH-DEL 
OEL=DEl*0.5 
GO TD 1 

2 uETACN):::TH 
100 FDRMAT(lX,2El2.5J 

wRITft6,lOOJBEJA(N)~lH 

OEL=O.l 
TH=TH+OE:l 
N=N+l 
lf(N-J-ll4,5,5 

5 f(f TURN 
ENO 

THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES lHE INTEGRALS FCR THE 
TERM Cff OF THE CIAGONAL. 



SUBROUTINE OffOIG(J,l,AA,SS,8,J2) 
IMPLICIT kfAl*S (A-H,O-ZJ 
OlMENSION AA(5J,BB(5),845J 
Bl.:;;;8(L) 
k=AA(l) 
BEE=BBllJ 
BJ=B ( J J 
AJ-=AA(J) 
l1EEJ-ti6( J) 
t-i=l.0-02 
IHM2=1/H-2 
SUM=0.0+00 
DO 100 1=2,Jh~2,2 
ARG=Bl*H~I 

ARG2=BJ*H*l 
AOO=BL*H*( 1-1) 
A002=dJ*H* C J-1) 
TEMP=BEE*(OlCSH(ARGl-OCOS(ARG))+At(DSINH(ARG)+OSINCARGJ) 
TEMP2=BEEJ•{OCCSH(ARG2}-0COS(ARG2J)+AJ•(DSINhlARG2l•OSINtARG2J) 
TODl=BEE•(OCOSH(AODJ-OCGS(AOOll•A*lOSlNHlAODt+DSlN(AODJJ 
fOD2=liEEJ*(DCOSH(AC02t-OCGS(A002j)+AJ•IDSINH(AG021+0Sl~(A002JJ 

100 SUM=SUM+2.D+OO*IEMP•IfHP2tH+4.D+OO+TGOl*TOD2•H 
ARb=Bl~( 1-H) 
ARG2=BJ*(l-HJ 
lEMP=BEt*(OCOSHCARG)-DCCSIARGll+A•lDSIN~&ARGJ+DSIN(ARGl) 
Tf=oEE•fDCOSH(6Ll-DCOS(BljJ+A*lOSINH(6l)+DSIN(6l)J 
TEMP2=8fEJ*(OCOSHfARC2j-DCOSIARG2Jj+AJ*(GSINH(ARG2)+DSIN(ARG2JJ 
Jf2=BEEJ*(DCOSH(6J)-OCOS(6JIJ+AJ*(CSINH,8Jl+DSINCBJ)) 
SUJ4= SUM·t4.D+OO* T t:MP*T E14P 2*H+ Tf*TF.2~H1 
T2=SUM*BJ*Bl/3.0+00 

C WRiTE(6,l01)J,l,T2 
C 101 FORMAT(' J=•,12,• L=•.12.• RINT~= 1 1E20.12J 

....... co 
0 



c 
c 
c 
c 

REJURN 
END 

THIS SUORO~TlNE EVALUATES THE fNIEGRAlS FCR THE TERM 
ONLY i~~OlVING lHE DIAGONAL. 

SUUROUTINE KJSI,l,AA,tta,a,ANS) 
IMPll~IT REAL*BCA-H,0-Z) 
OIHENSION AA(5),BBl5),0(5) 
AT.-AACJ) 
BJ=BBCI) 
BJ=B(I) 
SINHl=DSJNH( BU 
TBI=2.D+OO*Bl 
SlNJ=DSINCBl) 
S 11~2 I =D SIN ( T .61 j 
COSI=OCCS(BI) 
COSHI=DCOSH' au 
SH2 l=DS l f\H IT BI) 
CH2I=OCGStUTBU 
CO 52 l=DCOS f TB H 
ANS=ol • ( UT•AT+BT*BI) * tSH2J/4.0+00-SINHl*CCSI j ·HAT•AT-BI*6T) •ICOSH 

Gl*SIN1-S1N21/4.0+00)+Al*OT/2.0+00*CCH2J+COS21-4.D+OO*CGSHI•COSlJ+B 
&f*fH•BI+Af*Bl) 

HEHJRN 
ENO 

C$ENTRY 
o.312,o.26,1.oa1,.35 
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EXCITATION FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE BEHAVIOR OF 

FIBER REINFORCED EPOXY COMPOSITES 

DURING VIBROTHERMOGRAPHIC INSPECTION 

by 

Samuel Stephen Russell 

{ABSTRACT) 

This investigation concerns the frequency related behavior of 

delaminations in fiber reinforced composites during vibrothermography, 

the use of active thermography with a mechanical excitation for the 

nondestructive evaluation of a structure or part. Two models, one 

where the size and geometry of the flaw control a local resonance and 

the other where the part or panel is undergoing structural resonance 

with the flaws dissipating the mechanical energy, are proposed for 

this frequency related behavior and tested on simulated and service 

produced delaminations in coupons, panels, and a machine part of 

complex geometry. The behavior predicted by the local resonance model 

is compared with experimental observations. The vibration state of 

the panels or coupons is determined during the vibrothermal tests, and 

compared with the frequencies which cause vibrothermographic heating 

of the flaws as a test of the structural resonance model. 

The usefulness of vi brothermography is demon st rated in glass and 

graphite reinforced epoxy components. Impact damage sites are located 

in graphite epoxy panels using vibrothermography. The size of the 

damage is indicated not only by the size of the hot region but also by 



the temperature rise in the center of the fl awed region. A glass 

epoxy machine part, which was damaged during service, was subjected to 

interrogation by ultrasonic C-scan s, X-ray radiography, and then 

compared with the vibrothermographic NOE. 
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